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keep the campus moving all
evening at 8:00 p. m. Mask and
Others in the cast include dur} n^ ^ als’ Playjn£ mainly

Start Testing Soon

Underway For Panelists
For 6E College Bowl Quiz Entry

Dagger will present Oliver
Goldsmiths gay comedy, She
Stoops to Conquer. In addition,
there will be a special afternoon performance at 3:00 p. m.
on Fridav aftnrnoon TPo
on•n foriday
afternoon.
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will be presented m the Johnson theater of the PAC.
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said to be “ to keep people a- signal from the University . Tke College Bowl is a nat- who also serves as committee
The set for the play was con- wake.” The DJ’s themselves Presidpnt nnH Hip vnrirm«
lonally televised program spori- secretary, Ronald Barrett of the
The play revolves around the structed by Dick Dunham. AJ- may be living on NoDos dur- emic deans
" sored ky the General Electric Memorial Union staff, Col. Burattempts o f young Tony Lump- so working behind the scenes ing their six hour stretches.
Last Friday
an informal Company and carried early Sun- nell Bryant, Jere Chase, Dean
kin (Ken Brownell to outwit were Mary Jean Selmeier and Students can ask fo r musical committee met at the Memorial £ay ?vem.nS ^
the Columbia Robb Gardiner, Frank Heald,
his conniving mother (Susan Donna Emmons as assistant requests any time during the Union to discuss action to be B™adca.sting System.
Dean David Knapp, Dean ElizaW eller). Tony will come into a directors to Mr. Edwards; the
marathon broadcast, and are taken on the invitation of the
11 p its. two f °ur-member beth McQuaid, and Keith Martlfortune when he reaches twen- Arts 35 class on painting work- even urged to do so.
General Electric College Bowl teams a8'amst each other in a ing.
other faculty members
ty-one, but his mother is deter- ed on the sets, and Jane FranA new tube in WMDR’s trans- producers to the University to 9Wzdown
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OK Letter
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Moore and Eleese Brown assis- aPPreciate the efforts o f the
A fter learning that University ^>r their respective institutions,
will be sure that the jewels ted on scenery.
radio
administrators
Pad approved
aoororrJ Losing teams are awarded smal- ganization last year staged a
radio station’s
station’s staff
staff.
administrators had
which Tony’s cousin is to inher
ler grants of money for their campus-wide Bowl program in
it will stay within the family.
scholarship programs.
which various housing units
But Tony and his cousin are
Winning teams return the fol- competed in simulated College
in fact, not in love; apparently
lowing week to face a new team. Bowl conditions.
they hate each other.
Teams which win five straight
Signs appeared last night
contests are retired with a tro- urging students to sign up for
Tony decides that he must
phy as well, as the scholarship team tryouts. Sign up sheets at
help his cousin to marry the
money.
the main desk of the Union last
person she is in love with in
Lists Qualifications
evening carried 15 to 20 names.
order to save himself from a
Junior student Dennis MeInterest in the GE College
horrible fate. Tony’s attempts
Alpine told the committee at Bowl was stimulated among
to do this provide many interthe meeting that the invitation UNH students over the Christ
to UNH came after an inquiry mas vacation when a team from
was made last spring to the Bates mowed down all opposi
College Bowl by the UNH Stu tion to become the fifth college
dent Union organization regard team in the three year history
ing possible participation by a o f the Bowl' to retire undefeat
UNH entry on the program.
ed.
One report from Lewiston
The committee then drafted
plans for the recruiting of stu- claims that Bates’ applications
Uents for screening and train for admission spurted up by
ing for the contest. According to sixty percent recently after the
a record of the minutes of the college attracted national atten
meeting a list of general aims tion on the CBS show.
On January 11, the Women’s
were agreed upon:
Dean David Knapp told The
Placement Council in coopera
“ Qualifications of team mem- New Hampshire yesterday that
tion with the University of New
bers: Students in good stand- the planners may face difficulty
Hampshire ROTC departments
ing, who have good scores, who in securing a team coach. Knapp
presented an Armed Services
have good general knowledge, indicated that many of the top
Convocation
for
university
quick recall and an ability to faculty prospects are loaded
women.
express
themselves
quickly. down with other activities and
Good student team members are may be reluctant to take on
The program was held in the
the essential factor.
the task of training a student
Memorial Union Building and
“ Faculty assistance: Several quiz team.
the form at included an informal
faculty members will help to
discussion by representatives
a limited extent in the various
from each branch , of the Wom
subject fields. A faculty coach
en’s Armed Services. This was
who will accompany the stu
followed by a coffee hour dur
dents is required.
ing which those in attendance
Many Recruits
had the opportunity to dis
“ Character of the team: The
cuss specific questions they had,
team should include alert and
with each individual represen
able students who give good re
tative.
presentation of the various
Senator Nelle Holmes, of the
areas of knowledge.”
New Hampshire legislature, and
The committee then drafted
Rev. Lester Kinsolving, Vice
a member of the Defense Ad
a tentative plan of action. In Chairman o f the Capital Punvisory Committee on Women in
order to recruit a large number ^ m e n t information Council of
the Services, was also present,
of team candidates every effort New Hampshire, did not appear
David Brubeck
and commented on the import
will be made to foster student for the scheduled “ debate” on
interest in the idea. Faculty capital punishment last Thurs
ance of women in the armed
(Photo by Dave Batchelder)
members’ suggestions for likely day, which was sponsored by
services.
In te re s t Picks U p
team prospects will be solicited. the UNH Sociology Club.
This is the fourth convoca-Ti
T
The committee then adopted
It is felt that his cancella
tion which has been presented1
a tentative method of selecting tion had to do with his resign
by the Council in this school
the team from the various vol ation as vicar of St. Andrew’s
year. Plans are being made for
unteers and
A battery
unreers
anu nominees.
nominees, -tv
u a ia e r y
.
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T ,n n another convocation early
in
the
.
Tom Dietz told The New ano from the Paul Arts Center land, Maine.
of tests will be administered Episcopal L
oniv .
spring fo r a discusssion of the Hampshire
Monday
evening to the Field House. Dietz told
Planning fo r other Winter early in the second semester don *a . Sunday.
.
new Elementary Education pro- that problems concerning the The New Hampshire that the Carnival events moved into high covering
general
knowledge
resigned Honi
e pu P
gram,which isbeing introduced jjave Brubeck concert next piano will be moved by per- gear this week as the Outing subjects.
protest over the broken ag
into theuniversity
curriculum. month are being “ ironed out”
sonnel from the service depart- Club announced details o f t h e ' Individuals who place high on ment of his church s execu iv
tlp n nrm w nf Hip Women's gradually. Dietz is head of the ment the day before the con- Carnival program. Highlight- these tests will then go into an board. The board has reiuse
is to S fo !m UNH Outing Club committee cert.
ing events on the Friday of the oral tryout session. Students to proceed with the building of
which will stage the jazz conDietz must now nail down affair will be the annual torch who fare well here will be fur- a new church and student c
UNH women of the widest pos
cert as part of the Winter Car- several loose ends before the relay from the Old Man of the ther screened in a session us- ter after the ground-breaking
sible field for job opportunities.
nival February 16, 17, and 18. concert, including the all-im- Mountain to the Durham cam- ing simulated College Bowl can- ceremony. It was with the condition that the new buildings
—
---------A news story appearing in
portant details o f selling tickets, pus.
ditions.
O F F IC IA L N OTICES
would be built that Rev. Kin
last
week’s
The
New
HampshThe
UNHOC
anticipates
th
vt
A
call
has
gone
out
for
runDry-Run
Session
W IT H D R A W A L . N otice o f w ith
ire outlined difficulties Dietz
a crowd o f more than 2000 willners to participate in the tradThe search is now on for solving accepted designation to
drawal at the close o f a semester
is not m andatory but it would be
was having in obtaining a suitjam the Lewis gym fo r the itional marathon relay which qualified faculty members who the parish.
helpful to the R egistrar if students
Rev. Kinsolving felt that: “ If
able piano fo r the concert. On Brubeck concert. Dietz indicated
covers over a hundred miles. might be willing to coach the
leaving would make it a point to
Friday University administra- last week that he expects to sell
The crowning of the Carnival College Bowl entry. Bowl rules I am really the only point of
“ Check Out” . H owever, this should
not be done until just before you
tors, spearheaded by Dr. John a sizable block of tickets at the Queen is slated fo r the Friday require that a faculty member concern then my
departure
plan to leave the Campus.
Wicks o f the Music Department, various area service installa- evening, along with the Carnival accompany the team to the shouldeliminate what would
Paul E. Schaefer
swung behind the Outing Club tions.
Ball. broadcast in New York.
seem to be the final obstacle in
Rsgistr&r
E X A M IN A T IO N GROU PS V AN D
in search of an instrument aInterest among UNH stu- On Sunday the UNHOC plans
In addition to a formal team theminds of avocal minority to
X X , SEM ESTER I Please note that
greeable to the terms o f the
dents in the concert has already ski events fo r the Garrison ski coach, several faculty members building adesperately
needed
Group V courses have their finals
contract with Brubeck.
begun to quicken. Numerous in- area in Dover. Saturday even- wiU foe sought to serve as coa- facility. It is worth consideron Tuesday, January 23, 12:30-2:30
p .m .; Group X X courses (om itted
Lug Piano
quiries have been made at The ing will be the high point o f ehes in the various general ac- able sacrifice.” Rev. Kinsolving
from the Final E xam ination Sched
By Monday evening, arrange- New Hampshire offices about the weekend fo r many UNH ademic
areas.
, founded the Capital Punish
ule by error) have their finals on
ments were complete
fo r the the availability of tickets, some students with its gala round o f
Once the team 'is selected, ment Council of New HampTuesday, January 30, 3-5 p.m .
-J* removal of a concert grand pi- coming from far away as Port- house and off-campus parties, the committee plans to train shire.

Placement Council
Holds Convocation

On Armed Service

Rev. Kinsolving

Quits Church Post;

W ill Leave State

Brubeck Concert Piano Problems Solved
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What's Up
M A SK A N D D A G G E R : Play, “ She
Stoops To Conquer” , tonight and to
m orrow . Johnson Theater PA C, 8:00
p.m . Tickets $1.00 at Bookstore.
W O M E N ’S SKI C L U B : Penny Pitou
Zim mm erm an
tonight,
7:30
p.m.,
S trafford Room, MUB. Topic— skiing.
A ll invited.
V A R S IT Y H O C K E Y : Tonight again
st Norwich, 7 :30 p.m. at Bachelder
Rink.
A L P H A E PSILO N D E L T A : Tonight
7 :30 p.m ., Spaulding 228. Topic— “ Syn
thetic Medicine” . A ll invited.
V A R S IT Y B A S K E T B A L L : Saturday,
8:15 p.m., against Maine at Field
House.
FRESH M EN STU D Y G U ID E S: On
sale at Bookstore fo r 30c. Recommend
ed fo r studying for finals.

Gets Fat Scholarship
Philip Morris, Inc., as part of
its College Scholarship Pro
gram, has again awarded a work
scholarship to Bradford Fancy,
a senior at the University 0 1
New Hampshire. Fancy also
held the work scholarship dur
ing the academic year, 196061.
Husband of Mrs. Theresa
Fancy, he will serve as liaison
between his campus and the
Philip Morris offices in New
York City.
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Highwaymen IFC Lists Final
Eleventh Conference on Campus Affairs
Signed fo r
Rush Convocation Discusses M a s s Education, LA 51, ETV
a higher type of learning ex grounds be inadequate for such
By Jean Stilson
perience. Dr. Koch, viewing a comprehensive course? was
Spring Sing
For February 8
The Eleventh Annual Con things from the teacher’s angle, the problem discussed by Dr.
The Student Union organi
zation announced this week that
they have signed a contract
with the General Artists Co
operation to present “ The High
waymen” at the annual Spring
Weekend concert, to be held
Sunday, May 27 from 3 to 5
p.m.
This folk singing group is
nationally known for its re
cording of “ Michael” and “ Cot
ton Fields” . This concert will
round out the spring weekend
activities.
The WIDC, MIDC and SU or
ganizations are also planning to
contract a big name band for
the Friday evening, Spring
Semi-formal. Saturday will be
open for beach parties, and
other usual spring weekend ac
tivities such as the baseball
games and track meets.
The SU is also beginning pre
paration for the annual Miss
UNH Pageant, to be held early
in March. Housing units should
begin considering their per-

The Interfraternity Council
soon will sponsor a final rush
ing convocation for the Fratern
ity system at UNH for all in
terested Freshmen and upper
classmen. The convocaton is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Feb
ruary 8 in the Strafford room,
Memorial Union Building
Students who are in any way
interested in rushing will find
attendance at this convocation
important! Explicit information
pertaining to the rushing pro
cedure, various aspects of Frat
ernity finances, and scholarship
and social life in the Fratern
ities will ibe discussed.
Any further questions stu
dents may have about Fratern
ities will be answered near the
end of the convocation.
At this brief, but important,

ference on Campus A ffairs
sponsored by the Student Sen
ate last Saturday discussed
Mass Education and Educational
Television and An Expansion of
Liberal Arts 51. The first topic
was introduced by faculty panel
members Koch, Neibert and
Bardwell.

seriously questioned the value
o f television in having any part
at all in the learning process,
as teaching via television dis
places the teacher from his im
mediate objective — evaluating
the effects and results o f ed
ucation on his students.
Moreover, he stated, the pri
mary problem— that o f obtain
ing enough qualified teachers—
is not being touched nor helped
in any way by resorting to such
“ gimmicks” in the educational
system.

Mr.
Neibert, manager of
WENH-TV, stated that, al
though television is a medium
of learning and can not take the
place o f the teacher, television
in the classroom has a multi
plying effect on teachers, reach
In the ensuing discussions the
ing more students, and presents attitude was expressed, with
special reference to the Univer
sity’s current experiment with
convocation, all potential rush- U. S. History and Biology via
ees will be required to register television, that educational tel
for the formal rush period. Re evision can be useful only when
gistration will he held directly it can and will fulfill a definite
after the convocation in the need, and then only as an aid
in the classroom and laboratory,
spective candidates. Letters will Durham room.
not as the sole means of con
be sent in the near future to in
Students who desire to rush ducting a lecture course.
form, the housing units of this a Fraternity must be present
event.
Thursday night, February 8.
Another point was that the
value derived from such a sup
plementary usage depends en
tirely on adequate preparation
and immediate follow-up of the
material covered by both teach
er and student,
Expansion Soon
The afternoon panel, with fa c
ulty members Lyle, Nicoloff,
and Menge, discussed the advisa
bility of expanding the concept
of the senior course, Liberal
Arts 51, to provide for more in
terchanges among the Colleges
o f Agriculture, Technology and
Liberal Arts.

Somewhere out there, beyond the realm of man’s present
understanding, lies an idea. A concept. A truth.
’
Gradually, as it comes under the concentration of
disciplined minds, it will become clear, refined, mas
tered. This is the lonely art of pioneering.
In the Bell System, pioneering often results in major
breakthroughs. Planning the use of satellites as vehicles
for world-wide communications is one. Another is the
Optical Gas Maser, an invention which may allow a
controlled beam of light to carry vast numbers of telephone
calls, T V shows, and data messages.
Breakthroughs like these will one day bring exciting
new telephone and communications service to you. The
responsibility of providing these services will be in the
hands of the people who work for your local telephone
company. Among them are the engineering, administrative
and operations personnel who make your telephone service
the finest In the world.

BELL TELEPHONE S Y ST EM

A fter a brief presentation by
Dr. N icoloff of the mechanics
o f the course, presently limited
to seniors in the College o f Lib
eral arts and an evaluation of
the program as it now stands
was made, Dr. Menge stated the
objective of the course is to ex
pand the soon-to-graduate sen
ior’s view of society’s problems
by presenting an integrated
presentation o f all topics.
I f Agriculture and Tech stu
dents were to be included, would
their more specialized back-

Franklin Theatre
THURS.
JAN. 18
Charles Dickens’
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
John Mills
Valerie Hudson
Shows at 6:30, 8:49
FRI., SAT.
JAN. 19, 20
Walt Disney’s
SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON
Color
John Mills
Dorothy McGuire
Shows at 6:30, 8:53
SUN., MON.
JAN. 21, 22
GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN
James Darren
Deborah Walley
Shows at 6:30, 8:33
TUES.

JAN. 23
LI’L ABNER
Color
Peter Palmer
Shows at 6:30, 8:59

WED.
JAN. 24
I AM A CAMERA
Julie Harris
Laurence Harvey
Shelley Winters
Shows 6:30, 8:30
THURS.
JAN. 25
8 SEMI-ANNUAL
EXAM WEEK CARTOON
CARNIVAL
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
FRI.
JAN. 26
THE HORSES MOUTH
Color
Alec Guinness
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
SAT.
JAN. 27
RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP
Burt Lancaster
Clark Gable
Shows at 6:30, 8:30
Color

Lyle. A similar difficulty is
whether Liberal Arts students
would be able to comprehend
such scientific explanations as
would then be presented in some
lectures.
Feel Load
The problem of the weekly
required readings for the Tech
student is that he has been
trained in the techniques of
synthesizing information from
highly concentrated scientific
journals, whereas the Liberal
Arts 51 readings are approached
more from, the “ skim-for-ideas”
approach; until both techniques'
are mastered, he would undoubedly feel swamped under
the heavy load.
The same concern applies to
the writing of required papers.
These disadvantages could be
mostly overcome, Dr. Lyle said,
in the use of discretion by the
lecturer in selecting his topic
and parallel reading.
More Study
Discussions indicated that ex
panding the course to include
students from other colleges
would be definitely beneficial
and desirable. Most agreed, how
ever, that it should not be made
a requirement, both because of
the expense involved and the
decreased benefits derived.
Lengthening
the
program
from one semester to an entire
year was also looked on with
disfavor; those graduating _ in
February or practice-teaching
would be unable to participate;
in addition, there would not be
that much to be gained by the
extra semester.
The findings and conclusions
of this year’s Conference are
currently being studied and ev
aluated by the Conference on
Campus Affairs Committee.
The official report will be pub
lished early in the spring, ac
cording to Phil Bell, Chairman
of the Conference.

Looking For Something
N ew To Do On
Friday N ights?

The Dover
SOCIAL CLUB
313 CENTRAL AVE.
(Above Sam and A l’s)
Music Provided by
THE LES GORRELL TRIO
For Your Listening and
Dancing Pleasure
Twist Contest — Prizes

E. M. Loew’s

C IV IC
Portsmouth, N. H.
N - O - W

PLAYING

WEEKDAYS
1:30 — 6:30 & 8:50
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
1:20 — 3:50 — 6:20 & 8:50|

WALT DISNEY’S

BABES IN
T0 Y LA N
In Color
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Sororities, Fraternities
Back Orphan Plan Elect Officers For 1962
Alpha Xi Deltas

The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta
last week voted to adopt a
foster child under the Foster
Parent Plan for the coming
year. Alpha Xi will contribute
$180. for the support of a child
in some foreign land.
The Foster Parent Plan pro
vides food, clothing, medicine,
and an eight dollar monthly
spending allowance for selected
orphan children in such nat
ions as India, Formosa, Chile,
and Korea.
*
Alpha Xi is the first Greek
letter organization at UNH to
undertake such a project. The
sisterhood hopes that other
UNH groups will follow suit
and become foster parents.

Students Hear
Talk on Protest
The National Field Secretary
of the Student Peace Union
spoke last week to a group of
UNH students interested in in
formation
concerning
th e
forth-coming
Student-Faculty
Demonstration which is to take
place in Washington D. C. on
February 16-17.

New officers elected at re- Richard Buck, secretary; and
cent sorority and fraternity Sandy Fiacco, treasurer.
meetings include:
Phi Mu Delta: Paul Fisher
president;
John Bell, viceKappa Delta: Beverly Fer- president; Bruce Andrews, sec
nald, president; Lee Savage, retary; Brian Stone, treasurer;
vice-president; Nancy
Brig and Don O’Brien and Arthur
ham, secretary; and Nancy Johnson, social chairmen.
Fernald, treasurer.
Alpha Tau Omega: Dick LaTheta Upsilon: Jean La- montagne, president; Bill Jac
mothe, president; Mary Soule, obson,
vice-president;
Peter
vice-president; Nancy Markey Barrett, secretary and Gary
and Marla Moes, secretaries; Boire, treasurer.
Jackie Allard, treasurer; and
Joan Nickoletas, social chair
man.

Dwinell Fund

Chi Omega: Andrea Demarais, president; Wenda Thomp
Students in the natural sci
son, vice-president; Linda Stew ences doing research in the pro
art, secretary; and Sally Kenblem o f growing are invited to
nett, treasurer.
apply for financial support from
AlpTia Chi Omega: Judy Hol the George F. Dwinell Fund for
brook, president; Billey Kin their projects. Deadline date for
ney and Barb Booth, vicepresidents; Rosalie Janosz and submission of proposals for
Lynne Covel, secretaries; and support during the second sem
Pat Parker and Ellen Czaja, ester is February 7. Applica
treasurers.
tions should be made to Dr.
Alpha Xi Delta: Elaine La- Allan A. Kuusisto, Dean of the
verdiere,
president;
Melanie Graduate School, Spaulding 101.
Boyle,
vice-president;
Carol
Worden, secretary; Betty Baybutt,
treasurer;
and Judy
Knox, social chairman.

The demonstration will serve
as a means of direct and dra
Phi ..Mu: Marsha Collins,
matic appeal to our government president; Gail Ela, vice-presi
to take the lead in a turn to dent; Rose Bazbus, secretary;
wards peace. The project will and Michael Ann Callahan,
consist of both individual con
treasurer.
frontation of Senators and Re
presentatives in Congress and
Acacia:
Charles
Schwab,
picketing of the White House. president; Don Stone, vice_ The policy of the project, con president; Ken Kyle, secretary;
tinued the SUP representative, A1 Garand, treasurer; and Pet
leals primarily in three areas: er Austin, social chairman.
First to urge the U. S. to re
Tau Kappa Epsilon:
Ed
frain from atmospheric testi
ng; to urge frank information Drab, president; Miles Free:oncerning the massive and es- m a n, vice-president; Lennie
ientially useless program of Mowak, secretary; Bob Wheel
:ivil defense as defense against er, treasurer; Dick Willis, chief
luclear attack; and, thirdly, to drummer; Bob Shimmelbusch,
.upport American initiatives historian; Don Scharp, pledge
and Don
Murphy,
vhich will lessen tension on trainer;
)oth sides and create an atmos- chief goof-off.
>here conducive to serious neTheta Chi: Bo Dickson, pres
otiations.
This project was drawn up ident; John Asalanian, viceGurry,
nder the auspices of Turn To- president; and Bill
ard Peace, a combination of treasurer.
rganizations, labor, church,
Lambda
Chi
Alpha:
Ed
nd peace groups, searching for Groome,
president;
Stanley
lternatives to our present for- Pietrusewicz,
vice-president;
ign policy. It is hoped, contined the speaker, that this mass
-------------onfrontation of our governaent and the American people ■ ■
•
> ■
ill help to create an atmos- H r t l l C i n n | \ | P \ i| /C
here where alternatives tothe 1
rms race can be considered.
The UNH Housing Office
On February 10 at the Mem- is trying to
end tripling
rial Union, there will be a of rooms by next Semester. Aleeting for those interested in bout 20 rooms in each of the
ttending the demonstration. Quadrangledormitories
were
_____________
tripled up last Semester.
As academic and other reasAn American when planning 0ns diminish the student poptravel to Canada will be wise ulation, the Housing office hopcarry along a copy o f his es to have all triples converted
irth certificate.
into doubles by February 4.

'Lousy’ Pictures, Writeups From Dorms
Slow The Granite’s Progress Says Editor
By Harold Dameron
i “We have (had two (deadlines,
met the first one and are half
way through the second. We are
behind schedule,” the editor of
the Granite said Monday night.
According to Linda Albert, the
material sent to the Granite’s
new publisher “ is better than
ever before.” The 1962 Granite
will stress photography made
possible through the new pub
lishing set up.
Pent Up
The Editor then voiced some
pent up feelings why the Gran
ite is behind schedule. “ Dorms
sent in lousy pictures and the
write ups are even worse.” One
girls dorm sent in the picture
of a girl standing on a radiator
wearing a nightie.
“ Men’s pictures clothed in loos
ely wrapped bathrobes are com
mon occurances. I don’t know
what they think the Granite
is,” said Linda.
Write ups are worse than
trite for most dorms. The
Granite staff had to spend val
uable time rewriting the stuff.
Here are some quotes from the

literary excellency “ current in
men’s housing unit write-ups—
mainly: “ the noise being pun
ctuated generally . . ” “ It looks
another year for the men of . .” ,
“ strolling down the third deck .
. , ’’Homecoming was a time of
running about . . . ” , “ catharsis
and illumination for both the
combatants and the spectators
. . . ” , and many, many others.
If the reader really wants to
have fun look up “ catharsis.”
Scratchy Negatives
This may sound funny but for
the Granite staff poor writing
and poor pictures mean more
work and hence delay in the
publication date. What can one
do if a dorm sends in two scrat
chy negatives for its pictures?
Phone calls must be made, pos
sibly staff photographers must
take new pictures. Dorms and
organizations were told to f.ake
their own pictures of their spec
ial events, according to Miss
Albert.
‘Deadlines’ are an even more
aggrevating word for the Gran
ite staff. Housing Units and or

ganizations just don’t send their
materials in one time. They pro
crastinate.
The theme of the yearbook is
informal but some organizations
insist on
portraits of their
officers. Others, when asked to
contribute material say “ put
in what you used last year.”
Better Late
With this sort of cooperation,
many complain about the ter
rible yearbook.”
“ What do they do for u s?”
asked Miss Albert. “ It’s their
book” but we do not want “ any
kind of junk thrown in.”
“ Rather late, with a good year
book, is better than a messy
one on time,” Miss Albert con
tends.
With greater and faster co
operation, The Granite for 1962
could be good and on time, she
feels.
Popular writer J. D. Salinger,
author of “ Catcher in the Rye”
and “ Franny and Zooey” , is a
year-round resident of Cornish,
New Hampshire.
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N O T I C E
Mrs. Foulkrod, House Di
rector at Elizabeth Demeritt
house, would like to talk to
the girl who was walking on
Garrison
Avenue
Friday
night, January 5, 1962 when
Mrs. Foulkrod was hit by an
automobile.

“ P u t m e dow n,
G eorge... /
SAID P U T
M E D O W N ! ’’

NOW — SAT
Except SAT. matinee
T h e

R O M

A N

te, S S » i S fl® & G

■

m

Mrs. Foulkrod can be con
tacted by calling at the
Wentworth Hospital in Dover
or by calling Dean McQuade,
Extension 247.
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STO M E
.lorring V I V I E N

PORTSMOUTH’S

COLONIAL
NOW thru TUES., Jan. 23rd
TROY DONOHUE
CONNIE STEVENS in
“S U S A N A L A D E ” '
What was her guilty secret?

m.

LEIG H

W ARREN

3 EATTY

ISSaSSaiiri»nimr f*1 *W>M,,os wctuh
SAT Matinee
SUN. — MON. — TUE.
J ules V e r n e 's

CHANGE
TO LUCKIES
ISLAND
"

Starts WED., JAN. 24
Vinner of 4 Academy Awards

SPARTACUS
Technicolor & Technirama

IF TOBACCO COULD TALK (and who is certain it can’t?) it would beg to be placed
in Luckies. However, we would turn a deaf ear. Only tobacco that can prove its
worth will ever get in a Lucky. This may seem h e a rtle s s -b u t it pays! Today,
college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular. Ws’d never be
able to make that statement if we listened to every slick-talking tobacco leaf that
tried to get into Luckies.

Co ip r I
G A R Y M E R R ILL • JO A N GR EENW OO D
A COLUMBIA RELEASE

Troduct of (J /10

andange!
(Jod}ti£.eo~(don

— (Jutuxneo is our middle name
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"Intolerable Position" %\)e JleU) H am pshire

Letters to the Editor
More Letters—Page 9

To The Editor:
Adm ittedly, after follow ing your criticisms
and questions as to the organization of the “ stu
dent ‘literary’ (? ) and humor m agazine” (i. e.
Cat T a le s), I had misgivings as to whether it
would merit the time and money that one must
spend in order to read it. Thus, although I in
dulged m yself in this activity, I did not expect to
find much in the way of intellectual enlighten
ment. Unfortunately I also did not expect to find
it both nauseating and offensive to the intelligent
reader.
I do not think that I have ever been accused
of being a ‘prude’ but I was shocked by the con
tents of this m agazine which supposedly repre
sents the literary capabilities of our university.
The coarseness of much of the “ humor” within
this cankerous issue seems as if it m ight have
been found scribbled on a privy’s wall in a boy’s
camp and although it may well have struck the
‘funny bone’ of the readers, it may well give
U N H ’ s struggles to rid itself of the ‘ Cow College’
connotation it once had a terrible setback.
W e , the students and faculty, may still
think that the level of intelligence and verbal
ability of the students here is above that reflec
ted in this recent publication, but for the people
who are not closely connected with our student
body the effect of this m agazine, which they
are not apt to equate with the level of all the uni
versity students, may be devasting.
Mr. Papageorge’s cover was prophetic with
his use of the phrase “ half-witted leaps to m ad
ness’ sea” because much of this issue was either
written by the feeble-m inded or for the feeb le
minded. If we as a university are going to have
a humor m agazine why don’t we at least try to
achieve an intelligent level rather than that of
the gutter.
M ost college humor efforts can probably
surpass this issue in enjoyable witticisms and
with m agazines such as “ Punch”
or even
“ M a d ” , both of which seem to have suffered no
dearth of good material although they have had
many publications, it does seem as if “ Cat Tales”
need not have sunk into the quagmire it now in
habits.
A literary m agazine should be one which,
usually, contains writings dealing with ideas^ of
universal interest which are worthy of being
remembered, but I find more in this issue that I
would wish to forget than ideas worth rem em 
bering. Although I imagine the argument one
m ight meet with on this point is that one can
only chose from what is submitted, but the solu
tion which many colleges have already used to
offset this self-conscious fear by possible con
tributors of being rejected is to have the profes
sors (within the various fields in which essays,
poetry, ink drawings and other art work capable
of being reproduced in a m agazine, and short
stories are submitted) request of those students
in whose work the professor finds merit that
they submit it to the university literary m agazine
for possible publication.
Another thing that m ight also stimulate
more student contributions would be the know
ledge that if one submitted something, one would
get constructive criticism from a group of stu
dents who criticized it without knowing the
name of the contributor. This type o f construc
tive service in some schools is associated with a
course in creative writing because as a student
analyzes and criticizes other student’s efforts he
is able to improve his own writing by learning
to criticize himself constructively.
In this type of situation the general student
body profits by having a m agazine containing
constructive and creative student work, the sub
mitters profit, even if their work is not publish
ed, because they are able to find out why it is
not acceptable, and those who have had to crit
icize and select the m agazine content have also
profited.

To be able to deem “ Cat T ales” a humor
m agazine is questionable, and the idea of its
being a literary m agazine which represents our
university is repulsive. I do not know what one
can do to change the structure of this m aga
zine’s staff but to have this associated with U N H
is an impossible position which must be reme
died.

Veronica Wilde

L. A. ’62

Published weekly on Thursday throughout the college year by the students
o f the University o f N ew Hampshire. Entered as second-class m atter at the
post office at Durham, N ew Hampshire, under the A ct o f March 8, 1879.
A ccepted fo r m ailing at special rate o f postage provided f o r in section 1103,
A ct o f October 8, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918. S ubscription: $3.00
per year.

Criticizes Critic
To the Editor:

the actors— are you at all aware

^
I
shall
end
this
by
suggesting
__
.-i ,
„ j
-r
u
j.
im „
„n
„
‘ From a11 appearances the that you read, if you have not,
Dramatic Acting Class which Pope’s Essay On Criticism.
Eleese Brown
performed lastSunday night
was a SUCCeSS.” , to quote
ail
If one has the time and am‘authority” . Had your criticism bition to be a dump picker, I
ended there it might have been for one am all for it. Although
worthy the undoubted trouble most people go to a theatre not
you took in writing anything to a dump for “ treasures.” In
at all.
reference to being an execuBooks
When students are interested tioner of human attempts, I asin and willing to work for the sure Miss Brown, that I would
betterment and appreciation of be the first to give pardon and
the arts, not content to remain parole to any attempt that warAlbert Camus
Camus now goes on to create among those who are now term- rented such measures. ConstrucModern Library New York
a secondary argument against ed the apathetic onlookers, it is a tive criticism consists first of
the principle o f legal execution, pity that one person is able all o f telling the truth, not in
By Bill Moody
another ethical Christian point, to take it upon himself to be glossing over any fact which h as'
In the Algerian city o f Oran, Tarrou, the man who organizes the executioner of such a hu- become a reality. From this posthousands upon thousands o f resistance groups against the man attempt.
ition I view the present situaratscome
out to die
on the plague, makes confession to
Had you offered constructive tion. It is not this individual’s
streets. Day after day thenum- Rieux. While Tarrou was still criticism instead o f completely responsibility to correct misber of dead ratsincreases. The a boy,his father, a public prostearing down the talented ef- takes made by the Dramatic
city fathers postpone their re- ecutor, invited him to attend forts o f these young people you Acting Class. That is the job
actions, and the application o f court and watch the proceed- may have been justified in some of its director and o f the Speech
proper preventative measures ings o f a criminal case. Tarrou of your comments.
"
and’ Drama
department.
is notaccomplished until
the accepted,
and there witnessed
As f ° r the sets and especially
.
_
— Moody
number of human dead reaches the trial and conviction of a
thirty a day. The authorities man. The sentence was death,
then proclaim a state o f seige Tarrou fled the court room
and
Oran is segregated from physically sick. “ I did not want
the
world. As the plague to be a carrier of the plague.” Fo the Editor:
fishery furnished an asylum for
mounts in fury the citizens of This he identifies with the guilt
Answer to Wilbert B. Fisher’s many
romantic
melancholy
this town do their level best of each individual o f a society Mtter of last week headed, “ No and absent-minded young men,
to ignore it. They drink in belie,ving in capital punishment. Help Wanted.”
disgusted with the carking cares
their usual manner, until the He tells Rieux, “ In this world . can understand Mr. Fisher’s of earth and seeking sentiment
supply o f alcohol is deplenished, our smallest actions may bring disappointment regarding dem- in tar and blubber.
Childe
They visit the cinema house about the death of a man and onstrations.^ Also I think his Harold not unfrequently perches
long after they have seen all none can claim absolute innothat liberal thought tends himself upon the mast-head of
the
films in the city; the cence.” Anti-Christian?
bo be made to look ridiculous some luckless,
disappointed
houses remain open doing a First published in 1947, The ay such activity is justified.
whale-ship and in moody phrasregular business.
Plague insists that “ our world
(rs ,f member ° f a university es ejaculates:
Their spiritual life changes cannot be transformed but it
j e in SrouP ( “ a graduate
Roll on, thou deep and dark
little as a Jesuit priest preach- can be resisted.” Received in student taking my master’s in blue ocean, roll!
es hell and damnation sermons France as an allegory o f “ la crimin°l°g y ’ ) he no^ doubt feels
Ten thousand blubber hunters
on the theme that the raging condition humaine” and as the Pai*ticularly responsible for the sweep over thee in vain.”
plague has been sent by God as experience o f German occupa- ^00a repute of liberal thought
I don’t agree with Mr. Fisher
a punishment fo r the lazy care- tion during 1940-1944, several
that U.N.H. is a “ luckless, disfree people o f Oran. When the points are still missed. Assur- ,. However, a moments reflec- appointed whaleship,” and if
Jesuit tells the narrator o f the edly Camus uses the plague as tion should make it obvious that he thinks the many tens of
book, Dr. Rieux. “ that they are a vehicle against a more uniI " nature “ beral thought thousands of college students
both working fo r the salvation versal struggle. (A n example is juust tend to the ridiculous. A t o f this generation the worldo f man” , Rieux, Camus’ un- the present state of Oran it- ^
lb even dares to be over who awaken to the- sense
hero-like protagonist replies, self in Algerian-French polimV
their own potency and re“ Man’s salvation is too big a tics.) Such a disaster, non-hu. responsibility o f a uni- sponsibilities, “ sweep the ocean
word fo r me. I don’t go as fa r man in origin, presents the yersity can t be that of preserv- in vain,” then I doubt that he
as that. It is his health which physical evil in the world; yet
.“ dignity”
of liberal belongs to an elite group here,
concerns me, his health first o f more important, the evil which thought; it has a full tinie job
I suggest that the elite here
all.” It is the injustice o f the men cause upon one another
making sure it exists at as in any university community
death o f a child from the with their stupidity and cruel.
„.
can’t be accounted by gradeplague which makes it impos- ness.
*or Hie efficacy of that point averages, degrees or exsible for Rieux to accept the
ThePlague gives no answers levelheaded,
non-extremist, pertness in any given discipline.
Christian faith o f an all powerto theproblems o f our genera- non-heroic,
n o n - photogenic It is comprised of those people
ful good God. Rieux’s revolt is tion or o f the generations to £T°UP on,(.
Fisher s SIDE who are not “ disgusted with the
a demand for justice and Chris- come. We live in an absurd
ar?,
interested in carking cares o f the earth.”
tianity is “ first o f all a philo- world with absurd values and lssues, I m going to ask HerSimply put, it is made up
sophy of injustice.”
make-believe
morals.
T h i s U fT Melville (who is on my of those who care. Sometimes
Camus has called this novel short novel makes more appar- ^ e ' ^ ° „ c ^ I!ler ^ quote from they care enough to demon
“ the most anti-christian o f allent the un-Christianlike behav«A ap
°, * Moby Dick” . . . strate their concern,
his books. But what does he
ior of self-proclaimed followr nowadays, the whaleChet Caderette ’63
mean by anti-Christian? For ers o f the faith. Undoubtedly
Rieux has the opportunities to history books, if the future has
leave the_ city— but remains to them, will call this age the
fight against the plague.
laughable misunderstanding.
To the Editor:
ate musical sound.
Dave Brubeck has some very
Mr. Brubeck played that
Music
pleasant memories of the Uni- afternoon on what was, at that
versity of New Hampshire, time, the finest instrument aWhen he was presented here vailable on this campus; the
in 1957 under the auspices of Steinway Concert Grand from
By Jurgen Fruger
The first part o f the program ourfine Blue and White Series, New Hampshire Hall.
The third concert of the Blue was devoted to the preromantic he was given every consideraAccording to an article which
and White Series featured the period
with a ConcertoGrosso
tion due a major artist. appeared in The
New HampshI Musici chamber orchestra, by Handel, a Concertino by PerHe was not forced, through *re
Jan. 11, itis beginning to
world-famous for its expert
golesi and a Divertomento by lack of preparation, to play in look as if Mr. Brubeck will be
playing of Baroque style chamMozart. In all three pieces the the middle of a bare basketball be forced to play under the de
er music. Last Thursday night s ‘I Musici” expertly revealed the court; he gave a fine concert grading conditions that Mr
concert certainly was a reafcharacter and charm of seven- from a stage set up at one end Gillespie was victim to last year
firmation of the group’s wonteenth century music and creat- c f the Lewis Field House to a when he played here for the
derful reputation as musicians, ed the
atmosphere of that timecapacity house seated comfortWinter CarnivalJazzConcert
The program, heard here was :for
audience.
ably in chairs and on the risers audience,
not restricted to Baroque style
» understanding the
along the sides of the house.
From all the evidence presentmusic; instead the orchestra ®®anmS ol such music, all the
He was not made to suffer ed in last year’s debacle, it
proved to the UNH audience
1®tener . ad to
was renew the indignity o f having to make would seem that the blame for
that they could play chamber
the markings ol the movements a hastily set up table microph- this tendency to insult visiting
music, no matter whether it was
la the vanous pieces and one
(precariously
balanced artists on-this campus can be
traditional or modern music.
1S«Tn\/r • •» i
atop a battered cardboard box laid squarely on the doorstep of
I he 1 Musici played each ancj pipe(} through an ampli- our steadfastly recalcitrant sermoyement clearly with the cor- fier that was just barely ^ f _ vice dept.
re
« aru? appropriate ficient to provide the lowest of
It is my sincere hope that
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
tempo. All refined details came SOund for a rock n’roll hop,) the Outing Club sponsors, and
Editorial Board
a y,
. surface.
_ suffice for four musicians, but the editors of The New HampSteve Taylor, E ditor-in-C hief
+t °J J1 W in ™y
1S was provided with four high shire will make enough noise to
Dave Batchelder, A ssociate E ditor
t ie first movement ol Pero- quahty microphones on stands be heard by some higher auth
Paul McEachern, Business M anager
"e esi s^ Concertino marked A f- c3nnected to an excellent P. A. ority (if indeed an authorit;
Carol Murray, M anaging Editor
letuoso . In this particular in- SyStem which allowed the entire higher than the Service Dept
Harold Dam erow, Senior News Ed.
stanc^ me leader ol the orches- audience of some 2,000 to hear exists on this campus) who wil
Bronson Shonk, Sports Editor
*rai . . ,. eT jallozzi, playing every note of even the most de- see to that the status of an ar
John Daily, A dvertising M anager
first violin, held his own against ]jca^e base passage.
tist does not fluctuate accord
Dan Marx, Circulation M anager
the whole orchestra m the conAbove all he was not forced in8’ to tbe imagined importanc
Dave Batchelder, Photo Editor
trapuntal style of the
move- ,
,
’ .
L r. roiceu
anoncnrino- lW9T1; „
ment. S te ih r perfect
inter- to Play on a piano that was so “
S T f c Bnibeck
Advertising
Representatives:
pretations were notic-able in 'miserably out of tune as to *jl0n> ana that Mr. Uruoeck wi
National Advertising Service, Inc.,
S the movements
make a common C Major chord a^a!n leav<j the campus witl
New Y ork
sound more like an avalanche of f eeIir|g that he has been sm
(Continued on page 9)
assorted tinware than a legitim(Continued on page 9)
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An open letter to Bill Moody:
Thesnis

The Plague

The N ol Disgusted

A Sincere Hope

A Reaffirmation
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UNH Grad Paul Bates Describes Recent Journey Through Yugoslavia
Culture is very much a part
o f the ordinary man’s life.
The first Eastern European Opera and operetta are very
country on the Mediterranean popular; almost everyone is
Sea is Yugoslavia. I entered familiar with the scores. This
this country knowing only that and classical music are found
it was a communist state that abundantly throughout the day
had escaped Russian domination. on radio, interspersed with Am 
Stuffed with propaganda, I ex erican Jazz and rock and roll
pected little, but was subse (often with translated lyrics),
quently surprised.
and European popular songs.
The Federal People’s Repub
In Lubiana (population 150,lic o f Yugoslavia is roughly 600
000), a northern industrial city
miles long by 250 miles wide.
of the Republic o f Slovenia,
Bounded on the west by the
Adriatic Sea and Italy, on the there is an opera, a symphony
north by Austria and Hungry, hall with weekly performances,
several Museums (including a
on the east by Rumania and
Gallery o f Modern A rt), and
Bulgaria, and on the south by
about seven movie theaters
Albania and Greece, this moun
where you may see Yugoslav
tainous nation with a hetero
films (which make some of the
geneous population of 19 mil
best feature cartoons in the
lion has a key spot in the pres world, apart from Walt Disney),
ent and past history o f Europe. as well as American, French,
Modern Yugoslavia is com Russian, German, Japanese, and
posed of six Republics, each English films.
with its own President and
Sculpture and modern art are
Parliament, which regulate and
create all laws for that region, extremely well developed here
excluding national laws, and and examples may be seen in
parks and on buildings. I my
military and foreign policy. The
self find it quite good. Also,
national monopolitic system is
composed of two groups, com- since Yugoslavs are allowed to
know all sides of the questions,
unist- party members (about one
you can view a public exhibi
million) and non-party mem
tion of American books one
bers.
month, and of Russian books the
The first thing I noticed here next. You may also buy Ameri
was the gigantic building pro can, French, German, and Rus
gram rated by the United Na sian papers at news stands.
tions as the world’s largest at And every city has an inter
present. The style is modern, national bookstore.
and the buildings vary greatly
The medical program is ex
in design and form. There is
fa r less uniformity of structure cellent and rates about equal
in a Yugoslav* apartment house with Great Britain’s. Cost is
project than any I’ve ever seen paid mostly by the state, alth
in America. I have been inside ough each adult must pay a
several structures and they are small sum (like insurance).
solidly built and comfortable. Monthly buildings fo r hospitais
An interesting contrast was and clinics are mostly new, and
found in the wood stoves, made surgical techniques, and drugs
o f enameled brick, which are are up-to-the-minute.
In transportation, Yugoslavia
found in even recent projects,
but which are being replaced by has a good bus and rail system.
central heating in the newest She is long-known fo r her fine
buildings. Primary materials ships (even Britain buys some)
fo r construction are concrete, and already has in operation one
marble, aluminum, and glass. of the new hydrofoil types. She
National resources are abund also has an international air
ant. Yugoslavia is a prime pro line that includes jet service.
ducer in the world market of Roads have been a problem un
copper, molybedum, and mer til the last few years, but now
cury.— She has great deposits the North - South “ Autoput”
o f aluminum, iron and uranium. is almost completed. ^This twoShe supplies half o f her own oil lane highway is built similar
needs, which allows gasoline to an American turnpike. It
prices to be lowest o f all of was built (literally) by the
Europe (about 40c per gallon youth o f Yugoslavia. This sum
as compared to Italy, fo r ex mer, fo r example, 45,000 young
ample). She also is rich in fo r  people built an 84 mile section
ests, but is unfortunately poor in three months. This work is
in coal, having only amounts of done free, in return fo r quarters,
food clothing, and free enter
low-grade brown coal.
Education and culture are ex tainment like weekly concerts
tremely important items in the and operas. An International
minds of both government and Youth Brigade also takes part
citizens here. The educational in this program. Yugoslavia has
system is vast, and the illiter recently purchased licenses to
acy rate has dropped, as a con build the Fiat 600, and the
sequence since 1945. All costs o f small Ditroen, and now has do
education (except food and hous
ing) are paid by the govern
ment. University buildings and
EXPERT TYPING
housing are often among the
newest to be found, and students
Letters, Manuscripts,
(as elsewhere in Europe) are in
Theses,
Term Papers
a position of respect and pos
ition, a situation ' somewhat
Shorthand
different in the United States
Mimeographing
. . . . Grammar school educa
Bookkeeping
tion includes languages like
French, and English, science,
histories of other countries,
and the history of art. Over
one million people are now un
430 Central Ave.
Dover
iversity graduates, or about
Telephone SH 2-1961
6% as compared to about 3%
o f the U. S.
By Paul Bates

mestic automobile production.
Sports
are very
popular
here. Soccer is the national
sport, and Yugoslavia is the
present International Olympic
Champion in soccer. Skiing is
popular here in winter and
swimming in sSmmer. Yugos
lavia is second in International
Chess. She is also presently
first in International Ski-Jump
ing, and has the second largest
ski-jump in the world. •
Other popular entertainments
are movies, card games like
canasta, cross-word puzzles, im
promptu group singing (o f
Slav folksongs and operettas)
dancing (especially to Americai
jazz
and
south
American
music), T. V. (Which is new and
very expensive) and get-togeth
ers with fam ily and friends
where much eating (excellent
food) drinking (the national
beverage is a potent plum>rand named Slivovitz), and con
versation with much joking and

FRONT

closed in the afternoon and open
again in the evening. The state
finds work for everyone, there is
no unemployment. Women work
side by side with men whether
as ticket-takers on busses or
road workers.
Strangely enough, although
equal to men, they retain theii*
femininity, and are often quite
shy. The mixed racial stock
offers a wide variety of types,
including many beautiful girls
(even with a minimum o f make
up worn). The atmosphere of
the home is very pleasant and
warm. Yugoslavs spend much
time with their children who
are shown much affection. Fa
ther here is still head of the
home. The pace of life in gen
eral is more leisurely and quiet
than America or Western Eur
ope.
Military Service is compul
sory for men, but varies accord
ing to education. Those with
little education serve two years;

those with a high school ed
ucation one and a half years;
and university graduates one
year, up to six months of which
may be used in further educa
tion. Also the Arm y is put
to use in building roads, and
one army factory makes auto
mobiles.
In a rapid summary, Y ugos
lavia also has the follow ing:
1. Fantasic scenery, especially
in the north, and along the
coast.
2. Freedom of all religions.
3. Foreign students from A f
rica, and much trade with
that continent.
4. No propaganda posters, and
advertising posters restric
ted to certain locations.
5. No Income Tax on income
less than 700,000 dinars
(600 diners equal $1 USA
or about $1,666, a high sal
ary in Yugoslavia.)
6. An excellent program for
(Continued on page 6)

SIDE

Three views of an average, healthy girl

“0 ° How to recognize a girl
It is not surprising, in these days o f constantly changing
fashion standards, that girls are often mistaken for men.
Certain popular items o f apparel, such as slacks,
baggy sweaters and boxy suits, contribute to this un
fortunate situation. Therefore, we suggest that new
students o f girl watching start with the fundamentals
(see above diagram). As you can see, girls are easiest

RED'S SHOE BARN

W HY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN TH E AMERICAN SO CIETY

Factory Rejects and Cancellations
of Famous Brand Shoes

OF G IR L WATCHERS NOW !
f r e e m e m b e r s h i p c a r d . Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world’s
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watch^ ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area

Dover, N. H.
Open 9-9

The most prevalent type of
economic system is the “ Self
Management System” . In this,
land and buildings are stateowned but the operation, main
tenance, and profit are governed
by a board of directors elected
from among the workers by the
workers of that particular fac
tory, radio station etc. Wages
are paid monthly, and if a
profit is shown at the end of
the year, an extra month’s wag
es are given as bonus. This
system creates incentive and
reduces laziness among the wor
kers for each has a share in the
company, (in effect similar to
the system at U N H). There are
also private enterprises in
cluding most of the trades and
crafts like, shoemakers, carpen
ters, mechanics, barbers, and
drycleaners. Stores have statecontrolled prices. Factory work
days are from seven to two,
six days a week. Stores are

-5s3

Dover Sec. Services

35 Broadway

double meaning.

(

© a T Co

T his ad based on the book, “ The G irl W atcher’s G uide.” Text:
C opyright by D onald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
D edini. R eprinted by perm ission of H a rp e r & B rothers.

P ro d u ct o f
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is our middle name

to identify from the side. However, even the beginner
will soon achieve proficiency from front and rear as well.
Advanced students can usually tell a girl from a man
at five hundred paces, even when both are wearing
asbestos firefighting suits. (You might try offering the
subject a Pall Mall, but you won’t prove anything. It’s
an extremely popular brand with both sexes.)

Pall Mall’s
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!
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Yugoslav College Graduates Get Shorter A rm y Hitches
(Continued from Page 5)
7.
9.

10.

11.
12 .

13.

birth-control
A confidential-type weekly
paper
D. J. request shows.
Contests for prizes
A movie morality code
more liberal than prudish
America.
College initiations
Lovers in parks.
The best hospitality I have
seen anywhere.

Yugoslavia has also great
problems. These include a pre
carious international position.
On one side Marshall Tito is
urged by America to support
the western bloc, yet by eco
nomics and politics, Yugoslavia
is related to the USSR. On the
other side of the scale, Russia
would like to have Yugoslavia
back behind the Iron Curtain,
but the Yugoslavs fiercely desire their own independence,

with
On Campus Sfeghulraan
(.Author of “ Rally Round The Flag, Boys” , “ The
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis” , etc.)

having had enough o f centur
ies of oppression by Austrians,
Turks, Nazis, and Russians.
Marshall Tito may support one
week a proposition of the west,
and the next a move of the east.
He is interested in the issue,
not the side. For this reason
foreign aid to Yugoslavia, Am 
erica has considered halting
due to its eastern affiliations;
while Communist China and
Albania have a hate campaign
against Yugoslavia for her W es
tern support. The recent “ Con
gress of Uncommitted Coun
tries” held here in Belgrade was
Marshall Tito’s brainchild for
a meeting of countries in sim
ilar positions to- discuss their

■

IS STUDYING NECESSARY?
Once there were three roommates and their names were Walter
Pellucid, Casimir Fing, and LeRoy Holocaust and they were all
taking English lit. and they were all happy, friendly, outgoing
types and they all smoked Marlboro Cigarettes as you would
expect from such a gregarious trio, for Marlboro is the very es
sence of sociability, the very spirit of amity, and very soul of
concord, with its tobacco so mild and flavorful, its pack so
king-size and flip-top, its filter so pure and white, and you will
find when you smoke Marlboros that the world is filled with the
song of birds and no man’s hand is raised against you.
Each night after dinner Walter and Casimir and LeRoy went
to their room and studied English lif. For three hours they sat
in sombre silence and pored over their books and then, squinty
and spent, they toppled onto their pallets and sobbed them
selves to sleep.
This joyless situation obtained all through the first semester.
Then one night they were all simultaneously struck by a mar
velous idea. “ We are all studying the same thing,” they cried.
“ Why, then, should each of us study for three hours? Why not
each study for one hour? It is true we will only learn one-third
as much that way, but it does not matter because there are
three of us and next June before the exams, we can get together
and pool our knowledge!”
Oh, what rapture then fell on Walter and Casimir and L eR oy!

fiJ I

present problems
policies.

future

Another problem is that al
though Yugoslavia has the high
est standard of living of east
ern Europe, she still has much
poverty. Great class differences,
and a huge price-wage inequal
ity. The present economic pro
blem is much a result of World
War II. Bitter resistance against the Nazi invaders for
five years left Yugoslavia vir
tually demolished at the war’s
end. (with the third greatest
number of civilian casualties o f
Europe). Also the monarchy
which was in power before the
invasion, fled to Portugal, with
the countries gold standard.

T

I

and

i

extremists who are more con
cerned with communism as
power, than with communism to
bring a country with low stand
ards up quickly. Personal lib
erty to travel outside o f Y ugo
slavia is also a problem. Pass
ports are obtained with dif
ficulty.
Alcoholism is also a national
problem. A campaign is on here
currently against it. However,
drug addiction is no problem at
all even though Yugoslavia is
a major supplier of the world’s
morphine. And the mental ill
ness rate is far less than any
western country.
Also the problem of Juvenile
delinquency, while as yet is
a minor one, I suspect will in
crease in future years, as it has
in other countries (under, I
(Continued on page 7)
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They flung their beanies into the air and danced a gavotte and
lit thirty or forty Marlboros and ran out to pursue the pleasure
which had so long, so bitterly, been missing from their lives.
Alas, they found instead a series of grisly misfortunes.
Walter, alas, went searching for love and was soon going steady
with a coed named Invicta Breadstuff, a handsome lass, but,
alas, hopelessly addicted to bowling. Each night she bowled
five hundred lines, some nights a thousand. Poor Walter’s
thumb was a shambles and his purse was empty, but Invicta
just kept on bowling and in the end, alas, she left Walter for a
pin-setter, which was a terrible thing to do to Walter, especially
in this case, because the pin-setter was automatic.
Walter, of course, was far too distraught to study his English
lit, but he took some comfort from the fact that his roommates
were studying and they would help him before the exams. But
Walter, alas, was wrong. His roommates, Casimir and LeRoy,
were nature lovers and they used their free time to go for long
tramps in the woods and one night, alas, they were treed by
two bears, Casimir by a brown bear and LeRoy by a kodiak,
and they were kept in the trees until spring set in and the
bears went to Yellowstone for the tourist season.
So when the three roommates met before exams to pool their
knowledge, they found they had none to p ool! Well sir, they had
a good long laugh about that Ibid then rushed to the kitchen
and stuck their heads in the oven. It was, however, an electric
oven and the effects were, on the whole, beneficial. The wax in
their ears got melted and they acquired a healthy tan and
today they are married to a lovely young heiress named Gang
lia Bran and live in the Canal Zone, where there are many nice
boats to Wave at.
© 1962 Max Shulman

With American foreign aid, and
British and German tourism
have slowly built up the value
of the currency and is still in
creasing it. Wages have risen
also but many goods are still
beyond the means of the great
est number of people. For ex
ample, a good rain coat costs
$26, in a nation where a good
salary is $50 a month . . . But
food, movies, and transporta
tion by bus are cheap. Also
Southern Yugoslavia is more
bound by tradition, and is the
poorest section o f the country.
Consequently much money is
being spent there on education
and the development o f indus
try.
A problem for the welfare
of the people also exists. As in
any government, particularly in
the middle echelons there are

TH ER E’S
CH A LLEN G E
TODAY
FOR
VIRTU A LLY
EVERY
TECHNICAL
T» A L sk
Ea SNi Tss

AT PRATT &
W H ITN EY
AIRCR A FT

m

Almost every scientifically trained man can find stimulating and rewarding career
opportunities within the broad spectrum of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft activities.
From the solid foundation o f 36 years as a world leader in flight propulsion systems,
P&WA development activities and research investigations today are far ranging. In
addition to continuing and concentrated development effort on air breathing and rocket
engines, new and exciting avenues are being explored in every field of advanced aero
space, marine, and industrial power applications.
The reach o f the future ahead is indicated by current programs. Presently, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft is exploring the fringe areas of technical knowledge in magnetohydrodynamics . . . thermionics and thermo-electric conversions . . . hypersonic propulsion . . .
fuel cells and nuclear power.
To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young engineers
and scientists. Your degree? It can be in: MECHANICAL ■ AERONAUTICAL
■ ELECTRICAL ■ CHEMICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING ■ PHYSICS
■ CHEMISTRY ■ METALLURGY ■ CERAMICS ■ MATHEMATICS ■ ENGI
NEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. TAnd a future of recognition
and advancement may be here for you.

For fu rth e r inform ation regarding an engineering career at Pratt & W hitney
A ircraft, consult your college placem ent officer or w rite to Mr. R. P. Azinger,
Engineering D epartm ent, Pratt & W hitney A ircraft, East H artford 8, Conn.

P R AT T & W H I T N E Y A I R C R A F T
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

In case you worry about such things, their wife is a Marlboro
sm oker, too, which adds to the general m errim ent. Marlboro
is ubiquitous, as well as flavorful, and you can buy them in
all 50 states as well as the Canal Zone.

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS East H artfo rd , C onn ecticut
FLORIDA RESEARCH A N D D EVELOPM ENT CENTER Palm Beach C ounty, Florida
All qu alified applicants will receive consideration fo r e m p lo y m e n t w ithou t rega rd to race cre e d
color or national origin.
'
*
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Forty Firms at
NH Industry Days
Shortly after Christmas re
cess the special “New Hamp
shire Industry Days” exhibit
opened at the Memorial Union.
More than forty exhibitors
from the state’s businesses and
commerce appeared for the
three day affair which was held
in the Strafford Room of the
Memorial Union. Most of the
displays were repeats from last
year and the year before al
though there were a great
many new industries newly re
presented.
Among them were the State
Planning a n d
Development
Commission, The Morely Com
pany of Portsmouth, The New
Hampshire Truck Owners A s
sociation, Eastern States Far
mers Exchange, Association of
General Contractors and the
New Hampshire Division of
New England Tel. and Tel.

UNH’s up and coming varsity hockey
team has proven to be the most surprising
small college club in New England on
strength of its record to date.
This shot was taken at last week’s con
test with the University of Connecticut
which the Wildcats won handily, 13-0, with
sophomore goal tender Doug Dunning turn
ing in his third shutout of the young season.
The Wildcats’ long-awaited game with
the Colby Mules was washed out by rain

~ '~
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The purpose of this exhibit
was to acquaint the students
with the creative opportunities
in New Hampshire and allow
the industries to look over the
crop of future graduates.

Reports from the faculty and
students indicate that the flow
of traffic at the event was
steady. Visitors included the
heads of many of the depart
ments and the Deans.

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Reduced 20% to 50%
Records and Books

V2

price

@<>Ueye
BRAD McINTIRE
'J

Durham

New Hampshire

and warm weather last weekend. Coach
Pepper Martin hopes to be able to make the
game up with the Maine club soon.
The Martinmen will take a two week
layoff for exams after tonight’s game with
Norwich at Batchelder Rink. UNH has al
ready notched a win over the cadets this
season at the Brown Tourney at Providence
during Christmas vacation.
(Photo by Dave Batchelder)

Carillon Schedule
The weekly schedule for the
playing of the carillon will be
from noon to 12:10 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, ac
cording to Irving D. Bartley,
University carillonneur. Any
students who might be inter
ested in seeing the carillon in
operation are invited to come to
the carillon room located on the
top floor of Thompson Hall.
Special appointments to see and
try the carillon can be made
by seeing Professor Bartley at
room M - l l l in the Paul Crea
tive Arts Center.

P more education; □ European tour

□ stocks

0 Should the faculty
have the power to
censor campus
newspapers? .

Yugoslovia . . ,
(Continued from page 6)
strongly suspect the image of
the American hipster.)
Yugoslavia is a land formed
by contrasts. It has a bitter his
tory, and a chance as a central
Jpower to lead the neutral nattofts in the future. Beyond all
o f what may be said or written
about them there remains a spir
it which must be sensed by liv
ing among them. A something
they best describe as “ the soul
of the Slavic people,”

□ during bull sessions
p while studying
□ during a date
□ anytime there’s stress & strain

G R A N T ’S
A Durham Institution
Since 1916

Here’s deodorant protection

Now Serving—

Charcoal Broiled

YOU CAN TRUST

Foods

Old Spice Stick Deodorant.. .fastest, neatest way to all-

For your Eating
Pleasure

day, every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
active m en. . . absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,
Speedily... dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
— most convenient, most economical deodorant money can,

Whether it be steaks, chops,
or just a hamburger,
You’ll enjoy your meal
cooked the modern way.
BRUCE GRANT, Mgi^ager
UNH 1949

Jbuy. 1.00 plus tax.

STIC K
DEODORANT

s’s actually more
lavor leaf in L&M
even in some unsd cigarettes. You
nore body in the
j, more flavor in
moke,:more~taste
jgh the filter. So
Lots More from
r smoking w ith
. . . the cigarette
smokes heartier
t draws fre e ly
iugh th e puree, modern filter.

j
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HERE’S HOW 1029
STUDENTS AT 100
COLLEGES VOTED!

S tJ3 11ld
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A ir Force Recruiting

)

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SM OKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

There is a continuing need for
both male and female personnel
to fill officer positions in the
United States A ir Force, it was
announced today by TSgt Frank
W. Allen of the local A ir Force
Recruiting Office at Portsmouth,
N. H.
“ Basically there are three
programs leading to a commis
sion,” explained Sergeant Allen.
The first requires a baccalau
reate or higher degree, involves
a period o f service o f four years
eleven months
duration, of
which eleven months is train
ing and leads to qualification as
a navigator. The second pro
gram concerns males and fe 
males who possess a baccalau
reate or higher degree, involves
a period of service of four
years and three months dura
tion, and leads to assignment in
support fields, such as Admin
istrative, Intelligence, Supply,
Ground Electronics, Personnel,
Nuclear Weapons, Communica
tions and many others.
The third program, a relative
innovation, is designed for those
females who possess a bac
calaureate or higher degree and
wish to train fo r careers in the
medical specialist field. Upon
presentation o f a letter o f ac
ceptance to a recognized insti
tution of learning that provides
instruction leading to qualifica
tion as a physical therapist, oc
cupational therapist, or dietic
ian, a young lady will be com
missioned a Second Lieutenant
in the U.S. A ir Force. Drawing
full pay and allowances o f ap
proximately $338 per month
during her one year on the
campus in training, she is re
quired to serve three years in
the U. S. Air Force either in
this country or abroad in her
special career field.
In addition to the above three
programs, vacancies exist for
registered nurses and lawyers.
For complete details on these
programs contact your local

r ~

(Photo by Dave Batchelder)

Force Recruiter at PO Bldg., distinction, he has been a conPortsmouth, N. H. or phone sistent honor roll qualifier and
him at GE 6-6742.
is a member of the Company’s
Star Club.

INTERVIEW
FEBRUARY
8-9

Lenny Dobens
Candidates for Bachelor’s or Master's De
grees are invited to discuss opportunities in:

Engineering and Sales
This is a unique opportunity to find outabout
the many career opportunities at IBM. The
IBM representative can discuss with you typ
ical jobs, various training programs, chances
for advanced education, financial rewards,
and company benefits—all important factors
that affect your future.
SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM
An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one
of the exceptional growth rates in industry. It
has been a planned growth, based on ideas
and products having an almost infinite appli
cation in our modern economy.
Diverse and Important Products: IBM devel
ops, manufactures and markets a wide range
of products in the data processing field. IBM
computers and allied products play a vital
role in the operations of business, industry,
science, and government.
Across-the-Country Operations: Laboratory
and manufacturing facilities are located in

Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie,
Vestal, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vermont;
Lexington, Ky.; San Jose, Calif.; Bethesda,
Md.; and Rochester, Minn. Headquarters is
located in New York City with sales and serv
ice offices in 180 major cities throughout the
United States.
The Accent is on the Individual: No matter
what type of work a person does at IBM, he
is given all the responsibility he is able to
handle, and all the support he needs to do
his job. Advancement is by merit.
The areas in which IBM is engaged have an
unlimited future. This is your opportunity to
find out what that future has to offer you. All
qualified applicants will be considered for
employment without regard to race, creed,
color or national origin.
Your placement officer can help you to learn
more about IBM. He can give you literature
describing the many career fields at IBM. He
will arrange an appointment for you with the
IBM representative. If you cannot attend an
interview, write or call the manager of the
nearest IBM office:

H. M. Silveira, Jr., Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
4 5 S. Main Street
Concord, N. H.
Phone: CA 5-6681

IB M

Hits Million
In Insurance
A familiar face around camp
us is that o f Lenny Dobens rep
resenting the New York Life
Insurance Company, who, in his
second full year of selling, nas
sold over a million dollars of
insurance. In addition to this

Meet Your Friends
at

La Cantina

A
graduate
of
UNH, |
Class of ’59, Mr. Dobens atten
ded Keene Teacher’s College I
for one year prior to serving!
as a Russian translator withl
the A ir Force. He entered UNH|
in 1957.
He was recently honored bj
being chosen to serve on a pan-i
el relating to the sale o f insur-j
ance to college students. Fox
this honor, he was chosen frox
all agents in the Northeasterr
section of the country. A t thd
recent meeting attended bj
leaders o f the New York Life
he gave an excellent perforr
ance on how he conducts hi|
business for New York Life
UNH.
Mr. Dobens makes his hoi
in Nashua and is a frequer
visitor to the UNH campx
as he deals mostly with youx
college graduates.

SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices

Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.
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Letters To The Editors
"Immature View"
To the Editor:
Referring to the recent ar
ticle “ Hope Springs Eternal” or
paraphrased “ The Evils of
Commons” , I would suggest
that the author definitely has
an immature view of the cost
o f feeding growing students.
Due to the fact that the stu
dents’ parents pay their bills at
school, the average student
fails to realize that the food
bill is only $180.00 per semes
ter. This would tend to show
that the meals they get are
relatively inexpensive. And if
this price were raised, I am

sure there would be many un
satisfactory repercussions.
The point being that at the
present time it costs only $1,50
per day to eat at Commons
which is obviously $.50 per
meal. I have failed to find an
establishment in town that will
feed me three meals a day for
that price.
The only hope in store fo r the
freshmen is the hope that the
price will not go up. Remember
freshmen, you are away from
your mommies now, you must
eat what is served, or go with
out.
Allen Osgood ’64 West Hall

To Join, or Not To Join
To the Editor:
In the next few months
through the heads (I was g o
ing to say minds) of the
naive novices known to all as
freshmen and the social sophis
ticates called upperclass, frat
members will pulsate the “ all
important” question of fra t
ernity joining.
The novices are interested in
fraternities not only because
living in a dorm “ drives you up
a wall” anyway, but also be
cause they are conformists who
need to be sheltered from this
“ cruel world” by being part of
a group.
Join, join join, that is the
cry. You’re not anybody unless
you join a frat. You’re not Joe
College unless you’re in a frat
and doesn’t everybody want to
be Joe College? Of course they
do.
Sure if you join you can im
press everybody with your fab
ulous ability to adjust to col
lege life— your flexibility in
fitting in with your peer group
and this wonderful pseudo
academic
atmosphere.
POOBAH!
The enlightened social soph
isticate is of course vitally con
cerned with fraternity rushing
and joining because he wants
and needs new participants to
share in his misery.
So you want to join a frat,
huh, kid? Well let me give you
a few pointers from one who
knows. During the rush period
if you want to be socially ac
ceptable when you meet the con
genial starry-eyed, toothy-smiling individuals (who are in this
condition not because they like
you, but because they’re prob
ably half-smashed out of their

minds, if they have minds) who
meet you at the door o f their
mortgaged frat house, you must
have a crew cut, use Old Spice
lotion, smile though it hurts
(and it will) and don’t ask them
what the house average is.
A fter you’ve impressed the
frat “ brother” with your happy
go
lucky, sparkling, “ good
joe” , conformist personality,
you pay a minimum o f sixty
dollars for an initiation fee and
— hurray— hoist the flag, you’re
a sucker, I mean you’re a big
frat man. Eate Pieca Pi is so
happy to get you, and boy, have
they got you!
Fraternities corrupt morals,
promote mediocrity, slovenliness,
profanity,
uncouthness
and
most serious of all, materialism,
as if we don’t have enough of
that already. Individuality is
cut to zero, zilch, nicht.
Why do so many frat mem
bers move out o f the house a f
ter having lived in it for a year
or tw o? If the frat was the
“ home” it is supposed to he
every member would want to
live in wouldn’t they?
These experts in brotherhood
deride your race, your national
ity, your beliefs and your relig
ion. If the house isn’t the most
important thing in your life
you are convicted o f treason.
If you enjoy being tortured by
a mob of insane slobs and sad
ists during the pledging period,
join a frat. If you respect your
own judgment, intelligence, and
rights as a person, if you want
more out o f college than allnight-on-the-house parties, if
you are here to further the de
velopment of your 'personal
ity, socially, and acedemically,
DON’T JOIN A FRATERNITY.
Jack DeFuccio ’62
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"Democracy”
To the Editor:
Any student who wants to
get a good inside look at student
democracy can do so if he has
a lot o f time and a dollar. I
found this quite unwillingly
and unexpectedly recently when
my car was
ticketed
for
an over-parking violation while
parked in the Memorial Union
parking lot.
This happened after forty
minutes by n o t
infallible,
but in this case fairly accurate,
calculation.
I felt that I had been done an
injustice and that it was my
duty to petition the ticket to
the Motor Vehicle Board, an
arm of the Student Senate set
up fo r purposes o f hearing pet
itions from students who, like
myself, are interested in the
dynamics of student democracy
and are armed with a little pink
parking ticket.
In order to plead my case be
fore the Board, I filled out the
necessary form at the Dean’s
office, where I was told to be
present at the next meeting of
the Board. I went to the desig
nated place at the scheduled
time but the Board didn’t show
up. This disappointed me, but I
wasn’t quitting, not yet any
way.
The next day Dean Gardiner
agreed that it was indeed un
usual fo r the Board to be mis
sing from its own meeting.
Next I saw the Board chairman
who informed me that the Board
did meet, but that the meeting
was one-half hour early and
was over and the members had
left by the scheduled time. He
also informed me that my pet
ition had been “ tabled” . It is
possible that the Board had been
informed of my meeting with
the Dean, and maybe not, but
in any case my petition was
“ tabled” .
A t this point I must confess
that I gave up my attempt
to witness this judicious Board
in action.
I became predis
posed
to
surrendering my
dollar rather than try to follow
the kite-like maneuvers of the
Board.
Sure enough, at the next
meeting of the Board (which
I stayed away from because I
had lost m y enthusiasm for
student democracy) I was duly
fined the sum o f one dollar fo r
over-parking.
I have learned a lot for a
dollar. I now know that Board
meets at night, when a large
percentage o f the car owners,

(Photos by Bill Gallagher)
i. e. communters, are not on cam
pus. Also, that the Board re
gularly holds the first part of
every meeting in executive ses
sion.
Finally, I was told by the
chairman of this Board that he
(the chairman) had “ diplomatic
immunity” from the regulation
pertaining to the forty five
minute limit at the Memorial
Union parking lot.
The moral of this venture
is to pay the dollar and never
mind about democracy.
Paul McEachern ’63

Si ncere. . .

Roped, Tied, i
And Branded
ROPED: Joyce Mercier, Alpha
Chi, to Jack Peckham, U. S.
Navy; Melanie Boyle, Alpha Xi
Delta, to Ted Meeker, TKE, U.
Mass.; Pat Tobey, Chi Omega,
to Lt. Robert Chelberg, West
Point, ’61; Sue Edgerly, Chi
Omega, to Gary Carr, Michigan
State, ’58; Jane White, Colby
Jr., to Dave Taylor, Alpha Tau
Omega; Judy Maddocks, Kappa
Delta, to Bob Brown, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.

(Continued from page 4)
cerely appreciated, and treated
with the same respect that he
is treated by his fellow artists,
the state department, and the
world.
Robert J. Campbell
23 Main St., Durham

Dance Club
On Saturday, January 13th,
the University o f New Hamp
shire Dance Club was invited
by Simmons College to parti
cipate in a modern dance mas
ter class. Along with approxim
ately fifty other college stu
dents, our dance club was well
represented. Betty Jones, who
was here at UNH last year
with the Rose Limon Dance
Company, taught the class.

PRICE’S
For Phono Records
Somerset Label Stereo
R e g . $ 2 .9 8 Now $1.98
Command Label

$1.00 Off
Reg. and Stereo
36 Main St.
Durham
Tel. UN 8-9810

T IE D : C a t h y
McGettigan,
North Congreve, to Dick Cur
rier, Theta Tau, Michigan Tech;
Holly Jones, North Congreve,
to Cliff Haller, Phi Psi, Lowell
Tech; Terry D ’Ambrossia, A l
pha Chi, to Peter Greer, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; Kathy LeBlond,
Alpha Xi Delta, to Joe Manzi,
Lambda Chi; Doe Lundin, A l
pha X i Delta, to Fike Kirk,
Alpha Tau Omega, ’61; Sue
Maxton, Chi Omega, to Alan
West, Phi Gamma Delta, Le
high; Carolvn Rhoades, Chi
Omega to Mike Culpitts, The
ta Chi; Phyllis Quint, Kappa
Delta, ’61, to,Robert Haley, ’60;
Gail Nickerson, Kappa Delta,
’61, to Robert Perkins Hetzel,
’62; May Boucher, Kappa Del
ta, to Jon Reed, Worcester City
Hospital School fo r Nursing;
Sylvia Cromer, Theta Upsilon,
to Bruce Marden, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon; Loninda M u r r a y ,
Theta Upsilon, to Steve Lath
am, Concord; Carol Ercolina,
Theta Upsilon, to Jack Small,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, ’60; Lin
da Labriola, Randall, to Bob
Lane, Alpha Tau Omega; Bun
ny (Fish, Hitchcock, to Bob
LaDou, Pi Kappa Alpha.
BRAN DED: Merry Appleton,
North Congreve, to Sam Stallard, Royal Military College,
St. Jean, Quebec; Nancy Conk
lin, Phi Mu, to John Sherman,
Sigma Beta.

(Continued from page 4)
A fter intermission the pro
gram continued with the Adagio
fo r Strings, Opus 2 by Samuel
Barleer, a very popular piece
familiar to WQRX listeners
where the piece is used as a
theme.
The Sinfonietta fo r String
Orchestra, Opus 52 lead into
the Modern part o f the pro
gram. To many, Jike myself,
this music is unfamiliar and a
bit more difficult to listen to.
But how could one not help be
swept away emotionally when
the one particular phrase was
repeated fo r several measures
with such driving force.
Bela
Barbok’s
“ Rumanian
Folk Dances” was a not unfam
iliar piece to me. It was in
teresting to notice that the or
chestra
apparently
realizes
the special talents among its
members. The solo violin played
by Roberto Michelucci demon
strated that each member of
the orchestra is a virtuoso.
The standard set by this con
cert is the highest o f any mus
ical performance which only in
dicates that we have an ex
traordinary concert series that
I cannot help, but continually
praise.
Parenthetically, I like to men
tion that those who attended
the
concert
night
might
like to read the article about
the “ I Musici” in last week’s
Time Magazine.

D A N T E’S
Italian Sandwich
Shop
CATERING
Monday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Friday - Sunday
4:30 pm. - 12:00 p.m.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct. Durham, N. H.
UN 8-2712
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ROTC Notes
Sergeant Johnstone B. Rich
ardson, Jr., reenlisted on Jan
uary 3, after 10 years in the Air
Force. He has been an A ir Force
ROTC administrative clerk at
the University o f New Hampsh
ire since May, 1958.

Hampton with his wife, Helen,
and his four children. He is
originally from Woodsville, N.H.
where Mrs. Milton H. Mac
Donald, Sr., now resides. Before
coming to the University, Sgt.
MacDonald was stationed in
Athens, Greece, in the Finance
Office. He has also been sta
tioned at Fairchild AFB, Wash
ington and at Pease AFB, N. H.

A native of Littleton, N. H.,
Sergeant Richardson now lives
with his wife and two daughters
in Dover. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Beattie Richardson, re
While stationed at Fairchild,
side in Littleton.
he received the Non-Commis
Officer
Achievement
Sergeant Richardson’s last sioned
duty station was Pease A ir Award. He has twice been sel
Force Base, where he served fo r ected as Airman of the Month,
two and one-half years. He also at Fairchild and in Greece.
has been stationed at NouasService schools that Sgt. Mac
sear A ir Base, Casablanca,
Donald has attended are the
M orocco; Kelly A ir Force Base,
Texas; and Olmstead A ir Force Personnel Specialist School at
Denver, Colorado, and the Un
Base, Pa., where he was a periversity of Connecticut, Clerical
sonnal technician.
School.
He has been in the Air Force
Sergeant John B. MacDonald,
of Hampton, N. H., recently for 10 years.
reenlisted for four years in the
Air Force. Since June of 1960
he has been Cadet Administra
The section of Interstate
tive clerk in AFROCT at the Highway 93 between Manchester
University of New Hampshire. and Salem has been named the
Sergeant MacDonald lives in Allen Shepard Highway.

Be perspicacious!

Not this: a student who
studies drowsily no matter
how much sleep he gets.

This! Perspicacious . . .
sharp! NoDoz keeps you
aw ake and alert— safely!

If you find studying sometimes soporific (and who doesn’ t?) the word
to remember is NoDoz®. NoDoz alerts you with a safe and accurate
amount o f caffeine— the same refreshing stimulant
in coffee and tea. Yet non-habit-forming
NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable.
So to keep perspicacious during study and \
exams— and while driving, too—
m
always keep NoDoz in proximity.
The safe stay awake tablet — available everywhere. Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

Dry Clean
10
SKIRTS O R
SW EATERS

OR 2 TOP COATS

Varsity, Freshmen
Hockey Tea ms Win
On Jan. 13, the New Hamp
shire Freshman Hockey Team
won its second game o f the
year, defeating Cranston High
o f Rhode Island by 9-3. The
Kitten’s record now stands at
2 - 1.

Leading scorer fo r the Blue
was center Jce Gilday with five
points, getting three assists and
two goals. He was closely fo l
lowed by Bob Pollini with two
assists and two goals.
In the first period, the teams
were evenly matched, with the
play see-sawing from end to end.
The fine Cranston goalie, Dick
Heller, made many saves to
halt Blue scoring drives.
With twelve seconds remain
ing in the period, defenseman
Tim, Churchard broke into the
scoring column fo r UNH with
a backhand 'flip.
A total of five shots hit the
nets in the second period, three
by New Hampshire and two by
Cranston. Scoring fo r the Blue
were Wally Ballou, Joe O’Keefe,
and Pollini.
In the last period, the K it
tens ibroke the scoring wide
open as Gilday registered tv/o,
Pollini and Oliver Hamill each
notched one, and with two sec
onds remaining in the game, Ed
Tiffany flipped the clincher on
a solo into the Cranston nets.
On Jan. 9, the UNH Varsity
overwhelmed a weak UConn
team by 13-0. The game was
highlighted by the spectacular
goaltending o f Dale Carpenter
of Connecticut, who stopped 45
Wildcat shots.
Leading scorers in the rout
were Littell and Thompson who
combined fo r seven o f the thir
teen goals scored.
The starting lineup fo r New
Hampshire was as follow s:
Dunning-G, Mullen-RG, McKinnon-LG, Nichols-C, LittellRW, Mayher-LW.

WRA N otes
Repeating last year’s per
formance Englehardt captured
the co-recreation Bowling title.
The runners-up were A. G. R.
second and Hunter Hall, third.
Bowling fo r Englehart were
partners Bob Michaud and Bon
nie Bouchard, and Jim Kopka
and sister Betty.
The badminton tournament is
nearing the finals. Gerry W eg
ener, Phi Mu, and Sandy Pea
body, Chi Omega, are in the
semi-finals, waiting fo r others
to complete their games.
A new activity in co-recreat
ion will he offered second sem
ester— that of riflery. It will
take place on Mondays from
4:30 to 5:30. Complete informaton fo r all interested will be
posted in the housing units.
The leaders fo r Vo(lleyball
have been selected: Jerry Julian,
leader, with Cecelia Foremen
and Judy Gray, assistants.
A reminder to the women’s in
ter house basketball teams: if
a team defaults twice, it cannot
enter the next sport, which is
volleyball. Consequently, sports
chairmen, be sure your team
reports to their games in full
force!
Tonight, Penny Pitou Zimmer
man and her husband Egon will
be in the Strafford Room at
9:30 to speak and to show mov
ies of class A racing, skiing at
Belknap,
and
instructional
methods. There will be no ad
mission fee. The women’s Ski
Club, Women’s Recreation A sso
ciation, and New Hampshire
Outing club are the sponsors.

Hunter Jets Belt
Alexander 116 -2 7

Hunter Hall’s
intramural
basketball club on Tuesday
evening romped to what may be
the most onesided victory ever
recorded in UNH intramural
hoop history.
The Hunter club, referred to
around the quardrangle as the
Hunter Jets, belted Alexander
Hall’s entry 115-27. Theta Chi
earlier this season ran up 115
points, a feat which was thought
to be a record at that time. Re
A tenacious defense and ac cords o f such performances arecurate shooting spelled the dif scanty.
ference as a powerful Univer
Dick Robbins paced the Hun
sity o f Connecticut basketball
team rolled over UNH 104-56 ter attack with 24 points while
last Thursday night befor 2100 big Dennis Lawler poured in
20 markers. Virtually the entire
cheering fans at Storrs.
Led by Dave King, Bill Della Hunter squad broke into the
Salla, and Bob Ritter, who com scoring colum.
The play o f David Jackson
bined fo r 59 points, and Walt
Griffin, who snagged 12 rebounds at a guard slot highlighted the
and 12 points, UConn had little action fo r Hunter. Jackson not
ched six points fo r the 3-0 Jets.
trouble taming the Wildcats.

Varsity Hoopsters
Drubbed by UConn

The UConn team completely
stalled the Blue offensive with a
full court press fo r most o f the
game. This, combined with a
powerful bench and a fastmoving quick break gave New
Hampshire its 11th loss in 12
games.
High scorers fo r the ’Cats
were Capt. Bron with 13 points
and Jim Balcom with 12.

A ton of feathers just equals a
ton of lead in weight.
The editor of this year’s Gran
ite is Linda Albert, a member of
Phi Mu sorority.
The University’s new IBM
computer is situated in Demerrit Hall.

TRAVEL MINDED FEMALE?

OR 3 SUITS

WHY NOT GO ABROAD AS AN
EMPLOYEE OF THE
THE U. S. GOVERNMENT

OR 9 DRESSES
FOR
O N LY

Starting salaries $78.00 — $85.00 weekly plus overseas
allowances which include free living accomodations.
Interesting secretarial/clerical work, five day week,
annual vacations plus sick leave.
Applicants must pass rigid character
screening plus overseas physical examination.

SI. 50

DURHAM LAUNDERCENIER

By B ron S h o n k

^

The Fans Grew Hoarse . . .
The general subject of cheering has come under
our ever-watchful eye after participating in an un
official cheering section at the U N H -B U basketball
encounter. W e were exceedingly pleased and grati
fied to note that at times the roof of the Field House
was in danger of being lifted by the^ loud noises is
suing from the crown. A nother pleasing aspect was
that all present were giving vocal encouragement and
not just the Freshmen.
In various pam phlets prepared by University
organizations, we have seen the statem ent th at it
is the duty o f the Freshmen to sit together at athletic
contests so that the cheering would come from one
group and would not be spread out over the stands.
Perhaps it never occurred to the writers that if every
body cheered the noise would be from the stands as
a whole and not from one small group.
During the first h alf of the BU gam e, most of
the stands were sullenly silent, expecting another
rousing defeat for old N ew Ham pshire. Despite per
sistent comments along the lines of, “ Good Show
F ro sh !” , issued from various destitute individuals
sitting behind us, we attem pted to single-handedly
bring about a victory by screaming, “ A t ’s ’a w ay you
W h ite team ” , until our ears becam e too red. The
cause of our embarrassment was the fa ct that others
seemed to be sneering at the loud noises.
Thankfully, the situation was reversed in the
second half. The once-destitute individuals behind us
slowly hoarsened from an over-abundance o f scream 
ing while we sat mute, staring at the agility o f Bron,
Balcom , Higgins, Leavitt, Gale and Co. Strangely
enough, the only calm spectator in the entire arena
was Coach Bill Olsen, who sat with his legs crossed
and stared with confidence at his team .
The only other instance that we can rem em ber in
which the stands were so solidly united vocally was
at the K in g’s Point football game this fa ll, in which
N ew H am pshire’s winning effort was roundly ap
plauded throughout the gam e. It is the result of our
som ewhat limited athletic experience that team s most
need encouragement when they are behind. It is de
cidedly unfortunate that people feel reluctant to
cheer in these cases.
One dismal aspect of Saturday night’s encounter
was the abundance of noise whenever a BU player
was awarded a foul shot. Traditionally, the stands
are quiet during such moments, but in the hectic
closing minutes of the gam e, the N ew Hampshire
rooters naturally fe lt it necessary to help their squad
in every way* W e would suggest that this is essential
ly unsportsmanlike and will leave you with that
earthshattering conclusion.
Both teams played on equal
terms until the final minutes
when the overtired freshmen
D..X
Save out. Paul Larkin had 25
B U T
W r O P
I C I l l P°^n^s to lead New Hampshire
■
in the scoring department. He
The Boston University Fresh was followed closly by Paul
man basketball team handed the Bongivanni who had 16, Jim
University of New Hampshire Ball with 13, and Jack Zyla with
Freshmen club its second defeat 10.
of last week, by the score 77This extremely close game
58.
was truly a “ heartbreaker” fo r
B. U. grabbed a 45-25 half- UNH to lose.
time lead, and were never in
In the Freshman home-openserious trouble. They complet er this year, the Kittens whip
ely dominated the boards and ped the MIT Freshmen by a
shot consistently well from the score of 63-59. The team showed
outside to keep the kittens vast improvement over the
guessing.
opening at Bates.
The 19 point bulge made the
Finding the range fo r New
game seem much more one-sided Hampshire was Paul Larkin
than it really was UNH was with a 23 point effort. A1 Neri
able to outrun the Terrier team also played a fine game, scor
many times with its fast- break ing 10, and grabbing many re
ing game. Speed gave New bounds. The next game for the
Hampshire a 33-32 second half Freshmen, whose record now
edge, but the lead built up in stands at 1-3 will be against
the first half by B. U. was Andover Academy on Saturday
simply too much to overcome.
at Lewis Fieldhouse.
For UNH, Paul Larkin again
lead the team, while leading the
scoring with 21 points. Jim Ball
had 14 in the losing cause fo r
the Freshmen.
Thursday night at Storrs,
Conn., the U Conn Freshmen
44 Main St.
team conquered the UNH Fresh
Durham, N. H.
men 72 -68.

Frosh Win One

The Coop

reference

All students planning to
leave Campus after the first
semester please come in and
check COOP numbers for
5% refund!

A ll positions require a minimum typewriting capability
o f 45 wpm net. Positions also open fo r stenographers.
Note: Positions in Washington, D. C. also are available.
Send resume to:
Mr. John R. Lucey
3 Dixon Avenue
W orcester 5, Mass.
CAMPUS INTERVIEW S W ILL BE ARRANGED

VAN’S CRISPY PIZZA
Special this week: Hot Roast Pork Sandwich 40c
— Good pizza and beverages—

Main Street

Newmarket

Tel. OL 9-6385
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Varsity Basketballers Upset Boston U ., 75

-

73

Olsen men W in In Com e-From -Behind V ic to ry;
Balcom , H iggins, Capt. Bron Top U N H Scoring
By Steve Taylor
Coach Bill Olsen’s UNH'
basketball varsity on Saturday
evening staged one of the most
exciting come-from-behind vic
tories ever seen at Lewis Fieldhouse.
The Olsenmen, down 45-37
at half time came back to win
a hard fought 75-73 battle from
the Terriers from Boston Un
iversity as 1400 screaming fans
looked on.
Jim Balcom and Norm Higgins
carried the attack fo r the Wild
cats, particularly in the sec
ond half. Bobby Bron, Skip
Gale, and Paul Leavitt each put
together their best defensive
performances of the season to
slow down the Terriers.
The invaders jumped o ff to
a 24-7 lead with less than six
minutes gone in the first half.
Higgins and Balcom teamed to
reduce the point spread to eight
points when the teams left the
court at the half.
The second half saw UNH
again whittling away at BU’s
lead until the Cats were behind
at 55-54 with 7:24 gone in the
second half. A basket by Balcom
put UNH ahead 56-55 a few sec
onds later.
Sparks Surge
Mike Cotton came o ff the
bench to spark the Bay Staters
to a 67-62 edge near the ten
minute mark.
Baskets by Bron, Gale, and
Leavitt brought UNH back into
the lead, 70 - 69, with more than
five minutes to go. BU then tied

UMaine Hands
Varsity Trackmen
Thorough Defeat
On Jan. 13, the University o f
Maine Track Team overwhelm
ed the New Hampshire squad
by the score o f 92-30.
It was generally believed
that UNH would be able to pro
vide Maine with a close meet,
but apparently the Black Bears
had called out the storm troop
ers, and what fighting spirit
there was in the out-manned
Wildcat squad was quickly swal
lowed.
High scorer for the afternoon
was Maine’s Nasson. Getting
victories in the 35 lb weight
throw, in the discus and in the
shot-put, he scored 15 points.
Also figuring heavily in Maine’s
scoring were MacPhee, with
victories in the 50 and in the
65 low hurdles, and Kimball,
winning the mile and the two
mile, to give them 10 points
each.
New Hampshire took two
firsts; John Morse won the 600

it up on Larry McNulty’s free
throw.
Leavitt and Cotton exchang
ed baskets, and then Bron hit
from the key to give the Wild
cats a 74-72 lead.
Doug Kuhne hit one o f the
two free throws fo r BU, but
Skip Gale iced the game fo r
UNH as he hit a free throw and
then tied up McNulty for a
jump ball.
Gale’s play on McNulty came
with just eight seconds remain
ing and wfith BU getting set for
a last second shot. In the en
suing tap UNH got control of
the ball and the clock ran out
for the Terriers.
Key Win
The game was seen by many
fans as a possible turning point
in the season for the Olsenmen.
A fter eleven losses— many close
overtime defeats— and just one
win, the Cats may gain much
needed confidence from the suc
cessful team effort.
Balcom, only a sophomore,
was the Blue high scorer, with
22 markers. Classmate Higgins
followed closely with 20 points.
Bron tossed in 12 points to
round out the Wildcat double
figure scorers.
McNulty and Cotton paced the
Terriers with 25 and 23 points
respectively.
The Wildcats wind up their
first semester activity Saturday
against the Black Bears of
Maine in a contest scheduled to
get underway at 8:15 at Lewis
Fieldhouse.

High Flying puck (see arrow) narrowly misses Cranston goal. (Photo by Dave Dodge)

yd. run in a very exciting race
in 1:16.4, and Russ Briggs won
the broad jump with a leap of
21’ 3y2” .
Bill Sullivan proved to be an
all-around contender as he
placed second in the discus and
in the 35 lb weight throw. Run
ning in his first mile race, Sul
livan took a close third.
The polevault saw a threeway tie fo r first place between
Crandall o f Maine and Dick
Clark and Charlie Beach o f New
Hampshire. In spite o f many
powerful efforts, no contestant
could clear 11’.
Herb Paul o f New Hampshire
placed second in the 65 low hur
dles and third in the 45 highs.
Also scoring fo r the Blue was
Jack Mangold with a third
place in the 1000.
Capt. W alt Fender was barely
out of the scoring in both the
35 lb. weight toss and the dis
cus throw.

N E E D A HAIRCUT?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

Going to Europe
Next Summer?
Investigate this opportunity now

This is the tour 14 U N H Students
Joined in 1961
53 days

8 countries

$1193

Students from many campuses. Educational Aims.
Art, History and Society in its Physical Setting.
Experienced leadership from 2 colleges.
Motor coach travel. Time to “ explore on your own” .

Director: Professor Donald H. Chapman, UNH

Its what's up front that counts
Up front is F lL T E R ^B L E N D l and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
E. J. Keynolds Tobacco Co., Win;

Professor Chapman, Conant 106
or Professor Fasanelli, PCAC A-213

f /

V *

W IN S ’rc>N 'TAiSTES GO<
,W W

.J|.w o ! "
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Students’ Practical Guide to Elective Courses
The following list was assembled to assist
students seeking electives to round out programs
during the “Add” period early next semester. It
is meant to be a guide only and in no way does it
purport to be an official tabulation of courses
and their respective requirements.
The list was compiled from information sup
plied by students who have taken the courses
either last year or this semester. There are cer
tain to be changes and modifications in the infor
mation supplied here.
The comments following the capsule of the
requirements of the courses are concensus com
ments in most cases, although a few are the com
ments of individuals.
It was originally intended to include also
the cost of text books and materials in this list
ing ^but that information was not completely
available in time for printing.
The attempt has been made to cover the
elective courses most generally sought by the
UNH student body. Consequently most technical
and advanced level courses are not listed. Nei
ther are core requirement courses or language
courses tabulated.
This newspaper plans to compile a more
complete and highly accurate listing of course
requirements in time for use in the spring when
counselling for next fall’s registration will take
place.
AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS

Course covers neo-classicism
to present. Fasanelli at his best.

12, Henry. Exams-3, Final,
BUSINESS
No papers. Demands good at
tendance.
ADMINISTRATION
Course based heavily
on
23', Schultz. Many quizzes,
notes. Stress on supply and de
mand theory. Also have a few often unannounced. No final.
Considerable homework. Alter
homework projects.
nate section available, instruc
34, Henry. Exams-3, No pa tor not known.
pers. Student must attend class
45, 46, 52, Michman. Tends to
as much o f exam coverage
give three exams plus final and
in class notes.
to assign paper. Students will

THE ARTS

need Ec. 25 before registering

amental in determination of
grade.
Lectures vary as much in
quality as they do in coverage.
Bobick more demanding than
Menge.

56, Holden. Two or three ex
Course draws equally on
notes, readings. Gov. back ams, plus final. Paper. Atten
ground helps many students, dance taken.
particularly Gov. 64.
Lectures brighten what fre
quently is heavy going in text,
76, Rosen. Two exams, Final. readings. Exams carefully grad
No papers. No attendance ta ed, basically essay type. Papers
ken.
take much time to prepare.
Cutting costly as notes figure
64, Romoser. One hour exam,
heavily on exam. Study o f text
before class wise. Section of plus final. Paper. Two, or three
dozen or so. No scale, 88 or bet quizzes.
One quiz a take-home quiz.
ter gets A. Detailed lectures.
Syllabus now posted on Gov.
bulletin board.

58, Nielsen. Three exams, plus
2, Narveson. Two exams. Op final. No papers. Attendance
tion of paper or final. No at taken. In class reports.
Material on exams drawn
tendance taken.
heavily from text.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

HISTORY

86, Greenleaf. One hour exam,
Final, one paper. Attendance requirement dependent on perfor
mance on first exam.
Many students claim “ Since
1900”
text inadequate, use
Bailey’s “ American Pageant”
with much greater success.

LIBERAL ARTS

SPEECH

15, Staff. Two or three half
hour quizzes on material in
text. Speeches every three to six
meetings, depending on size of
section. Attendance taken by .
all.
Missing scheduled speech o f
ten costly, embarrassing. Stu
dents sense bias in favor of cer
45, Boston. Two exams, plus tain types of speeches, e.g. on
Final. Attendance taken. Paper. etiquette by one instructor.
Term papers often run 30 to
40 pages long. Much emphasis
on rules interpretation.
*S K
f c .i
46, Swasey. One hour exam,
The
University
wide Marlboro
several quizzes, Final.
Stereo contest closes tomor
61, Lundholm. Two exams, row at 8:00 p.m.
Housing units are reminded
plus final. Attendance is taken.
that they must bring their em
pty packs of Philip Morris cig
PSYCHOLOGY
arette products to the Grafton
1, Staff.
Generally three Room at the MUB between 2:00
exams plus final. Some instruc p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Friday, Jan
tors demand regular attendance uary 19th.
Groups must collect their
while others allow unlimited
ballots, count them and mark
cutting.
them with the house name in
Big sections. Not necessary to
bundles of 25.
purchase workbook.
The prizes for this contest
47, Staff. Usually two or are two Decca Stereo Console
three exams plus final. Some Phonographs, and they can be
instructors assign a paper. A t seen at the Coop on Main Street.
Brad Fancy, Student Repres
tendance policy varies with in
entative for Philip Morris, hopes
structors.
Readings in reserve books at that every housing unit on cam
pus will participate in his con
library.
test.
23, Martin. Occasional quiz
zes. Final given in class near
end of course. One or two brief
reports on readings in library.
Attendance taken, but no firm
policy laid down.
Handful of A ’s given, rest
get B’s.

8, Long. Two exams, plus
Final. No papers. More than
three cuts may get student drop
ped from class.
Colorful,
exciting,
learned
lectures. Exams about half
short essay half identification
questions. Exam coverage about
equal between text and lecture
57, 58, 59, Departmental staff. material.
Lohnes assigns lots of papers.
8, Greenleaf. Two exams, plus
Marshall gives two papers plus
final. Koch gives three exams Final. No papers. Takes atten
and final. Class action vital in dance.
Graduating seniors don’t have
all courses, sections.
Students need C in 58 in order to take final.
to practice teach.
12, James. Two exams, Final,
all equally weighted. Four cuts
ENGLISH
maximum (IV 2 hour classes).
12, Schultz. Spot quizzes, final
Lectures are the key. Read
relatively unimportant. Class ings in reserve books at the li
attendance and adequate pre brary.
paration essential.
20, Gilmore. Two exams, plus
14, 16. Departmental staff. Final. Paper. Takes attendance,
Grade, attendance policy varies which reportedly is considered
with instructor. McElroy, Miller in determining final grade.
expect good attendance. W eb
Exams tend to emphasize lec
ster sets maximum of three ture material. Basically essay
cuts. Richardson and Caldwell type.
don’t count cuts.
84, Long. One exam. Final.
Caldwell
stresses
papers,
gives police quizzes. G off re Plus one paper, which is equal
to an exam. Three cuts top.
quires oral book reports.
Notes and Bailey book form
58,
Schultz.
Many, many basis of exam, material.

fo r these.
quizzes. Final. Takes attend
Pretty much fo r BA majors. ance.
5, Clark. No exams, no final, Three cuts, any more would be
Student should be prepard
no paper; Projects, instead. A t foolish.
for each class as may be called
tendance fundamental, as grade
68, Hogan. Three exams, no upon in class. Quizzes, too,
based on creativity in classwork.
final, one paper. Attendance tak stress need fo r preparation.
6, Clark. No exams, no final en, heavy cutting reflected often
paper; Projects. Grade based in grade.
GEOGRAPHY
on work completed. Many stu
Many readings, case studies.
dents find must spend long Sizeable weekly assignments.
2, Wallace. Two exams, Final.
hours completing projects in Class action figures in grade. No papers. Four or five cuts
evening, on weekends.
Final given as hour exam dur maximum.
Map work amounts to 20%
Hatch, Cook, Lau ing regular class period near of exams. Every class cut means
end
of
course.
rent, Clark. Most o f work done
question missed on exam. Text
m class. Attendance virtually
book an unnecessary purchase.
mandatory.
CIVIL ENGINEERING Wallace one of best minds on
Materials can run into money,
faculty. Lectures outlined on
7, Dawson or Nicholson. Two board. Good background course
especially in 26. Many poses
exams,
Final.
No
papers.
Three
some work outdoors in warm
for all liberal arts students.
weather. Pretty much for Art or four cuts maximum.
Good background in trig help
majors.
11, Wallace. Two exams,
ful. Labs outdoors in warmer Final. Option o f term paper or
32, Fasanelli. One quiz, one weather. Course set up fo r non- in class lecture. Attendance
hour exam, Final. Occasional at Civil
Engineering
students. policy liberal — persistant cut
tendance in main lecture, daily Course helpful when seeking ting unwise.
attendance in discussion sec summer job on highway con
tions.
struction.
GOVERNMENT
May assign paper fo r A and
B students instead o f final. Lec
ECONOMICS
5, Romoser.
Three exams.
tures provocative, exams d iffi
3, W oodruff. Two or three ex Final. No papers. Occasionally
cult fo r the uninitiated— specific
takes attendance.
recall of artist name, date, etc. ams, Final. No papers. Attend
o f both known and unknown ance important.
6, 8, Departmental staff.
slides. Essay question key on
History 7-8 background use Most give three exams plus
final.
ful. Hour and a half classes final. Possible paper in Gov. 6
often tedious.
with Bradford.
32, Thomas. Two hour exams,
Final, One paper. No attendance
31, Bergeron. Two exams plus
6 far more difficult than 8.
taken.
final. Takes attendance. Student Knowledge o f current events
Broadly sliding scale. Final must hand in notebook of home helpful in Gov. 8, students ur
ged to read New York Times
last year had 50% unknowns. work near end of course.
Rigorous study of plates in text
The roughest course in the but rarely are examined on cur
book wise.
Ec. department. Required for rent affairs directly. Multiple
choice exams in 6 most difficult
all Ec majors.
39, Merritt. One exam, one
— infrequently used.
52 Rosen. Two exams plus
final, weekly photographic pro
12, Bradford. Two exams,
ject. Attendance taken, unwise No papers. No attendance taken.
to cut as bulk o f course is class
Exams difficult, no scale. Final. No papers. No limit set
work.
Thorough lectures. Good notes on cuts.
Heavy stress on notes in ex
Exams minor importance in are best exam preparation. A
determination of grade. Grades must fo r public administration ams. Essay questions the rule
based on progress in photog students. Class may have sev on exams.
raphy. Lab four hours long. eral grad students.
16, Pesonen. Heavy rush to
Student closely supervised. Mat
take this
course may fill
56,
Degier.
Two
exams
one
erials cost $7.50.
final. Three cuts period. Paper. course up before registration
40, Merritt. Course an advan
Paper long, long. Students time, as preregistration needed
ced version o f 39. More stress last year wrote as many as 85 to enter. Pesonen visiting schol
ar from Finland.
placed on individual work and pages on corporate finance.
achievement.
52, Dishman. Two or three
58, Degier. Three exams, Fi
88, Fasanelli. No exams. Two nal. Three cuts. Not offered exams plus final. Paper on par
ticular U. S. case or decision.
hour final, two papers. No at next year.
Attendance taken.
tendance taken in class. May be
64, W oodruff. Three exams,
Good recall o f Gov. 6 mater
embarrasing if student not pre
sent when papers are handed Final. Good attendance impor ial helpful. One third ID’s, two
thirds essay exams.
back.
tant.

44, Dewey. Two exams plus
final. No papers. Overcutting
unwise.
Hour exams frequently mul
tiple choice.

PHILOSOPHY

EDUCATION

41, Menge. Two to four exams
or quizzes plus final. Several
papers. No attendance.
Gateway course for all ed
ucation, P. E. courses. Papers
in self evaluation. Individual
conferences. Many readings&
books, articles, reserve readings
at library. Class action welcome
despite huge section.

social problems. No Palmer sec
tion this semester.

iiStereo' Contest

.

SOCIOLOGY
1, Richter. One or more quiz
zes, two or three hour exams
plus final. Other staff members
may handle this course and
policies will vary with the in
structor.
Emphasis on text, readings.

2, Staff. Two or three exams
51, Menge, Bobick. Monday plus final. May have optional
evening lecture. Book to read paper. Attendance policy var
each week, plus paper to pre ied.
Topical approach to various
pare on book. Class action fund

For the period January 3
through 26, 1962, the Univer
sity of New Hampshire Galler
ies will present an exhibit ofphotographs by Paul Caponigro.
Landscape themes of a primeval
nature and spirit predominate
in this section of haunting sur
real images. Mr. Caponigro, who
has been associate4 with Minor
White and other West Coast
Photographers, is a poet of the
silences but his pictures make
those silent places speak.

;■

BASS PLAYER Gene Wright, here February 17 with Dave Brubeck Quartel
*

( Phot o by Dave Batchelde]

